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ABSTRACT 

Strategic Spaces: Towards a Genealogy of Women R e t s '  Spaces in Canada 

As part of an alternative to canonid Canadian art history, this thesis looks at the 

histories of women artists' spaces in Canada Overlooked by predominant texts 

addressing Canadian art history, these spaces have provided a physical place where many 

Canadian women artists have gathered to train, exhibit, and s ~ p p o a  each other as 

professional artists throughout the twentieth-century. The lack of documentation of the 

activities of the groups has resuited in a widespread ignorance among Canadians of 

women artists' histories, and in a case of amnesia causing a repetition of history. The 

creation and growth of women artists' groups have so far been followed by their 

deterioration and often death. With their activities and successes forgotten, similar 

p u p s  f o d  years later are destined, or doomed, to repeat history. 

By studying organizations of both "firstl' and "second-wave" feminisms, this 

thesis looks at the similarities and clifferences of several women artists' spaces in order to 

begin to understand this disturbing cycle. This material is based Iargely on archival 

information analyzed through the use of contemporary feminist theory. By p u h g  

together these scattered pieces it is my hope to begin to trace a genealogy of women 

artists' groups in Canada In documenthg the activities of these spaces, perIiaps the cycle 

can be slowed and the genealogy strengthened. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary Canadian women artists are descendants of a vâried ancestry 

marked by numemus fighters and survivors. Faced with a continual partial writing of the 

country's art history, many women artists have had to stniggie to have their stories 

recognized, documenteci and remembered To achieve this goal some women have 

grouped together to fonn supportive networks from which they could resist 

discrimination. These groups have included informal gatherings of fiends and 

cornunities, and more formal organizations like schools, galleries and associations. 

One of the earliest of these formal groups was the Women's Art Association of Canada 

(WAAC). Fomed in 1887, the WAAC was highly active into the 1930s, providing some 

women with the space to prove theniselves as capable professional artists, travelling to 

Europe to represent Canada in international exhibitions and having works purchased by 

public institutions like the National Gallery of Canada. The success they gained seemed 

to indicate an end to the sexist inequality in the Canadian art world and therefore an end 

to the need for separate spaces. 

'Cn Old Mistresses, however, Griselda Pollock and Rozsika Parker explain that 

women's limiteci access to established schools and galleries resulted in more than a 

restriction fkom exhibitions and professional statu, "[ilt signified their exclusion h m  

power to participate in and determine dinerently the production of the languages of art, 

the meanings, ideologiu, and views of the \korld and social relations of the dominant 



culture."' Although gaining access to schools and academies resulted in their inclusion in 

an increased nurnber of exhibitions, women-artistst s d e s  continued to be ignored by the 

main texts on Canadian ;ut. Consequently, Canadians continuecl to be largely unaware of 

the work by individual artists, and of the achievements of many collective organizations. 

By the end of the 1960s many women artists felt that discriminatory practices were again 

becoming overwhelming. Women-only gmups were re-established but with little or no 

howledge of their ancestors. Canada's amnesia with regard to its women artists has 

helped to create a d i s t h k g  cycle. The cyclical nature of women artists' groups in 

Canada con6rms Rosi Braidotti's belief that patriarchy depends on the hgmentation of 

women's history for its SurvivaL2 

As a feminist Canadian art historian, 1 feel that the work of women artists in this 

country must be accompanied by written documentation and a theoretical analysis of their 

activities in order to link the scattered hgments. In contributhg to this endeavour, 1 

hope that this thesis will strengthen Canadians' knowledge of women artists; and 1 hope 

also to act as an intervention in Canadian art history, to destabilize its assumptions and 

force a continual shift in its l~nowledge.~ 

'Rozsilca Parker and Griselda Pollock, Old Mistresses: Women, Art and ide010gy (London & 
Henley: Routledge & Kegasl Paul, 198 l), p. 135. 

2Rosi Braidotti, Pattern of Dissonance: A s ~ d y  of women in contemporary philosophy t m .  
Elizabeth Guild (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 1991), p. 149. 

3~ her 1996 book Generations and Geographies in d e  Visual Arts, Griselda Pollock 
proposes that "[f'Jeminism demaflds that certain issues remah in view, and it functions as a 
resistance to any tendency to stabilize howledge or theory around fictions of the generically 
human or the monolithicdLy universal or any androcentnc, racist, sexist, or ageist myth of 
imperial westeni culture and its (ofta not so) radical discourses" and that "femulism signifies ... a 
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In the k t  chapter of this thesis 1 look back to the d o n  and development of the 

f b t  "Canadian" women arîists' group. The Women's Art Association of Canada 

(WAAC) provides an example of a t'first-wave" ffeminst art association. By establishuig 

the reasons behind its foundation, its struggles, achievements and its membership, 1 hope 

to draw parallels with later wornen artists' groups. in this s m e ,  the WAAC represents 

one tum of the cycle. 

In Chapter Two, 1 pose possible reasons for the apparent pause of feminist 

activity among women artists fÏom the 1940s to the 1960s and then examine the 

emergence of several women d s t s '  groups in the 1970s and 1980s. In particular 1 will 

look at the creation of Powerhouse Gallery in Montreai, Women in Focus in Vancouver, 

Womanspirit Art Research and Resource Centre in London, and the Women's Art 

Resource Centre in Toronto. Other groups which 1 will not be discussing include the 

SIide Regisîry of Nova Scotia Women M s t s  in Halifax (1 974-1989), the Women's 

Cultural Building Collective in Toronto (1 98 1- l983), the Women's Perspective 

Collective in Toronto (1 982-1 984), Gallery 940 in Toronto (early 1980~)~ Mentoring 

Artists for Women's Art in Winnipeg (1984-present), and Native Women in the Arts in 

Toronto (1994present). 1 have chosen to study the first four examples because of their 

importance and influence and dso because of the availability of information regarding 

theu activities. The thoroughness of printed and archivai material varies, some being 

dynamic and self-critical response and intervention not a pIatfonn." Griselda Pollock, "The 
politics of theory: generations and geographies in feminist theory and the histories of art 
histories," in Pollock (ed), Generatiom and Geographies in the Vljzral Arts (London & New 
York: Routledge, 1996), p. 5. 



more wmplete than others. For Women in Focus and Womanspirif both now dead, 

hding information proved a particular challenge. 

The final chapter merges the material ficorn the ht two and analyses it, using 

contemporary feminist theory. 1 have brought together the writings of Canadian woments 

historiaas, with those of Canadian, American and European f a s t  art histonans and 

philosophers. By applying their different ideas and perspectives to the histories of 

Canadian women artists' groups, 1 suggest possible explanations for the need and 

development of such groups, and to situate their current position in relation to 

contemporary theories of essentialism and sexual difference. In this Introduction 1 will 

present a brief look at the existing literature, which addresses the activities of women 

artists' groups, and at the theoretical material which iduenced m y  analyses. 

As I have previously mentioned, the main Canadian art historical texts ignore the 

activities of women artists' groups? Consequently their stories are found in material 

addressing Canadian women specifically. In 1976, Dorothy F a .  and Natalie Lucky~ put 

together an exhibition of Canadian women painters at the Agnes Etherhgton Art Centre 

%e Iwo main texts of Canadian art, Demis Reid's A Concise History of Canadian Painting 
and J. Russell Harper's Painting in Canada A History, give ody insignificant mentions of 
women artists' groups, mainly in relation to the activities of men artists. Neither author 
describes the nurnber of women artists who were members of the WAAC, nor the influence the 
Association had in raising the status of women artists in this country. In addition, even in his 
description of the rise of alternative spaces in the 1960s and 1 WOs, Reid negIects to discuss the 
activities of even one women-ody space. Demis Reid, A Concise History of Canadian Painting 
2nd ed. (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1988); J. Russell Harper, Painting in Canada A 
History 2nd ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1966). In her thesis, Janice Anderson 
gives a detailed analysis of the Canadian art history canon in relation to women artists. Janice 
Anderson, "Closed Systems: Alexandra Luke, Hortense Gordon and the Canadian Art History 
Canon" (M. A. Thesis. Concordia University, 1995). 



in Kingston. Their catalogue essay demonstrates the wealth of art by Canadian women 

painters despite their under-representation in art institutions and art history. It is 

unfortunate, then, that Fan and Lucm pass over the achievements of the Women's Art 

Association, suggesting that its existence could not "compensate for the discriminatory 

practices of the major societies," and that it "was not comparable to the professional 

~rganizations."~ In so doing, they uphold the beLief that in order to be successfd and 

valuable, women's groups must minor those of men. 

It was not until Maria Tippett's 1992 book on the history of art by Canadian 

women that the influence and accomplishments of women artists' groups were 

acknowledged. Tippett discusses the importance of these groups in providing a space for 

women artists to train and to fmd support both at the turn of the century and again in the 

1970s. Further, she explains that the motivation behind the formation of such groups was 

based on women's under-representation in the major art instit~tions.~ In addition, she 

presents the idea that there exists a link between the organizations of both " h t "  and 

"second-wave" ferninisms and mentions some of the similarities and differences. 

Unfortunately, this explmation receives only a few pages within the entire book and is 

given without any theoreticai analysis. Failing to provide a feminist reading of this 

situation, and instead taking the traditional objective perspective, Tippett also reconfirms 

'~orothy Farr and Natalie Lucky~, From women 's eyes: Women Puinters in Canada 
(Kingston: Agnes Etherington Art Centre, 1976), p.3. 

6Maria Tippetf By A Lady: Celebrating niree Centuries of Art by Canadian Women 
(Toronto: Penguin Books, 1993), pp. 40-42 and 167-1 68. 



the art historical hierarchy, one that assumes the artkt as male.' 

The only texts which focus solely on women artists' groups seem to be found in 

academic theses. In 1989 Allison Thompson wrote a detailed study of a hundred years of 

the Women's Art Association.' Consoiidating archival material on the organkxttion, this 

thesis offers information never before available in a single text. Thompson's work is 

important because it documents the work of these women artists and offers other art 

historians a starting place, a base h m  which historians cm now begin to analyze the 

activities of the WAAC and contextualize them within a theoretical k e w o r k .  Heather 

Haskins does just that in her look at the Montreal Branch of the Women's Art 

Association? Able to look in a more in-depth way at this one branch, Haskins considers 

these women's roles within the contexts of Canadian art, women's history, and Canadian 

nationalism. Consequently, 1 was able to refer to these two theses for historical 

information on the WAAC, and thus gain space to look at the WAAC as part of a larger 

history of women artists7 groups in Canada. 

One other thesis examllies the history of the contemporary space Powerhouse 

'For sources that discuss art history's assumption that the artist is male please see: Griselda 
Pollock, "Women, Art and Ideology: Questions for Feminist Art Historians," Wuman's Art 
Journal Vol. 4, no. 1 (SpringlSuxnrner 1983), pp. 39-47; Lisa Ticber,"Feminism, Art History, 
and S e x d  Difference," Genders no. 3 (Fa11 1988), pp. 92-1 28. 

'~llison Thompson, "A Worthy Place in the Art of Our Country: The Women's Art 
Association of Canada, 1887-1987" (M.A. Thesis. Carleton University, 1989). This thesis is by 
f a .  the most detailed study of the WAAC, however the McCord Museum in Montreal published a 
short brochure on the organization in 1993, Elaïne Holawach-Aniot, Women 's Art Association of 
Canada (Montreal: McCord Museum, 1993). 

%eather Haskins, "Bending the d e s :  The Montreal Branch of the Women's Art Association 
of Canada, 1894- 1 900" (M.A. Thesis. Concordia University, 1995). 



Gallery, now named La Centrale, in Montreal. To my knowledge Pascale Beaudet's 

thesis, "La Galerie Powerhouse," is the only study which provides a detailed chronology 

of the life of a women artists' group10 Perhaps the lack of such documentation stems 

h m  the fact that these organizations are active currently and as such their stories are not 

yet finished. What Beaudet's thesis demonstrates, however, is how useful it is to have the 

history of organizations written as they progress. A simultaneous recording of events 

ensures that the information is not lost and is relatively complete. Th& to Beaudet's 

thesis, the available non-archival information on the creation of Powerhouse Gallery is 

much more complete than that for other contemporary space. 

In addition, members of Powerhouse Gallery were prolinc in publishing 

information on their organization. Nell Tenhaaf has published several articles explaining 

the mandate, motivation and the success of the gdery." PowerhouseLa Centrale also 

released two special publications to celebrate their 16th and 23rd anniversaries.'* Not 

twenty-five years have passed since the opening of the more recent organizations, ldce 

Women in Focus in Vancouver and Womanspirit in London, and yet already it is difficult 

to Snd written histories of their ongins and developments. The first-hand information put 
/ 

out by Powerhouse/La Centrale, then, has proven extremely helpful. Still lacking, 

'?E'ascaIe Beaudet, "La Galerie Powerhouse" (M.A. Thesis. University of Montreal, 1985). 

" ~ e l l  Tenhaaf, "A History or a Way of Knowing," Matriart (Vol. 4, no. 1, 1993), pp. 4-1 0; 
"Powerhouse Gallery: A Forma1 Statement," Centerfold (Vol. 3,  no. 3, Feb-Mar 1979), pp. 122- 
123; "The Trough of the Wave: Sexism & Femhism," Vanguard (September 1984), pp. 15-18. 

I2La Centrale (Galexie Powerhouse), Imtabili: La question du s u j e m e  Question of Subject 
(Montreal: Artexte, 1990); La Centrale (Galerie Powerhouse), Transmission (Montreal: Les 
éditions du remue-ménage, 1996). 
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however, is a shidy with a wider scope encompassing the activities of several groups 

rather than individual studies in isolation h m  one another. Such an investigation would 

allow for an analysis of any trends, common obstacles and common successes among 

groups, and lead to a better understanding of the needs of women artists in Canada. 

Wnting on women artists, although often neglected in art history texts, is often 

included in histones of Canadian women in genaal. These sources provide a conte* for 

artists based on their identity as women, relating their ne& and work to those of other 

Canadian women. In terms of historical infoxmation relevant to "M-wave" feminism, 

Veronica Strong-Boag often cites the activities of the WAAC in her examinations of 

Canadian women during the h t  few decades following C~nfederation.'~ She places this 

organization witbin a larger movement at the tum of the century of national women's 

groups. This perspective links women artists not only with their male counterparts but 

with women in fields like religion, athletics, politics and other arts, who were joining 

together for support and strength in raising the status of women in Canada 

Two recent detailed shidies of the history of Canadian women are Canadian 

"~eronica Strong-Boag, The Parliament of Women: The National Council of Women of 
Canada 1893-1929 (National Museum of Man Mercury Series, History Division, Paper no. 18. 
Ottawa: National Museums of Canada, 1976); Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita Clair FelIman 
(eds), Rethinking Canada: n e  Promise of Women 's Hktory poronto: Copp Clark Piiman Ltd., 
1986); Veronica Strong-Boag, "Setting the Stage: National Organizafion and the Women's 
Movement in the Late 19th Century," in Prentice & Troherkoff (eds), The Neglected Majority: 
Essays in Canadian Women's History (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1977), pp. 87- 1 03. 



Women: A H'fory14 and Changing Pattenî: Wonzen in Canada." Incorporating feminist 

analyses, these sources provide contextual information, which helps to understand better 

the endeavom of women artists' pups .  These studies situate groups of women artists 

within the larger "W' and "second-wave" femllllsns and withui other contemporary 

social and political movements. 

Because most of these texts focus primarify on the history of women in English- 

Canada, 1 also consultecl a few sources, L'Hktoire des femmes au Québec deptiis quatre 

siècles, Making and Breaking the Rules: Wornen ni Quebec, 191 9-1939 and Fragments et 

coll~ges: essai sur le féminisme québécois des années 70, which deal specifically with the 

experiences of women in Quebec? Although movements, opportunities and obstacles 

are of€en similar, there are many examples in Canada's history where the situation for 

women in Quebec has been distinct fiom that of women in the rest of the country. 

Women's sufnage is a key example of such a ciifference; others include issues of 

education, religion and politics. The information in these sources demonstrate that 

geograpbic location also infhences women's experiences. 

In addition to their physical environment, race and class affect women's lives. 

'4Alison Rentice, Pada Borne, Gai1 Cuthbert Brandt, Beth Light, Wendy, Mitchinson, 
Naomi Black, Canadian Women: A History 2nd ed. Ooronto: Harcourt Brace, 1996). 

''~andra Burt, Lorraine Code, Lindsay Dorney (eds), Changing Pattern: Women in Canada 
2nd ed. (Toronto: McClelIand & Stewart, 1993). 

16~ollectif ~ l i o ,  L'Histoire des femmes au Québec depuis quatre siècles (Montréal: Les 
Quinze, 2982); Diane Lamoureux, Fragments et collages.- essai sur le féminisme québécois des 
années 70 (Montréal: Les Éditions du remue-ménage, 1986); Andrée Lévesque, Making and 
Breaking the Rules: Women in Quebec, 1919-1939. trans. Y v o ~ e  M. Klein &fontréal: Les 
Éditions du remue-ménage, 1994). 



Consequently, 1 have included information based on the writings of Roxana Ng." Ng's 

perspective as an immigrant woman and a member of a racial minority raises issues of 

econoxnics, education and accessibility to the activities of these women artists' groups. 

Her analyses force readers to question basic assumptions in their fields. Questionhg 

which women were involved in these organizations and why sheds light on the groups' 

ideological structures and also proposes possible dues towards undefstaflding their lack 

of success in conquering discrimination in the Canadian art world. 

In ternis of more recent women artists' groups, their stories have been included in 

what might be labellecl "second-wave" feminist Canadian writings. Examples of such 

texts are FeminLîts Organizing for Change, StiZZ Ain't Surisfied! and Work in Progress: 

Building Feminist Culture. l8 Thse texts explain the relatiomhip between these groups 

and other consciousness-raising groups of the women's movement by linking their 

activities. They are valuable as contemporary recordings of events and responses, yet 

they fail to aclmowledge a longer history and as such only offer a partial story. 

In addition to a link to the women's liberation movement, "second-wave" women 

'7~oxana Ng, "Racism, Sexism, and Immigrant Women," in Burt, Code & Dorney ( e h ) ,  
Chcznging Patterns: Women in Canada 2nd edition (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1993), pp. 
279-308; "Racism, Sexism, and Nation Building in Canada," in McCarthy & Crichlow (eds), 
Race, IdentiS, & Repreïmtation in Education (New York: Routledge, 1993), pp. 50-59; "Sexism, 
Racism, Nationalism," in Vorst et al (eds), Race, Class, Gender: Bonds and Bum.ers (Toronto: 
Beisveen the Lines with the Society for Socialist Studies, 1989), pp. 10-25. 

I8~ancy Adamson, Linda Briskin and Margaret McPhail, Feminist Organinng for Chnnge: 
The Contemporary Women !s Movement in Cannda (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1 988); M. 
Fitzgerald, C. Guberman, and M. Wolfc (eds), Still Ain? Sutis~'?ed! Canadian Feminism Today 
(Toronïo: The Women's Press, 1982); Rhea Tregebov (ed), Work in Progress: Building Feminist 
Culture poronto: The Women's Press, 1987). 



artists' groups also share a historical association with a proclivity many artists displayed 

to participate in alternative galleries. O h  unable to h d  room for themselves in the 

established system, many women artists recognized in altemative galleries what they 

perceived to be an unprecedented crack in the system and oppoaunities for inclusion. For 

the most part, the most accessible information on these alternative galleries is found in 

wntemporary primary sources, in particular the magazine PuraZZeZogramme pubfished b y  

the Association of National Non-Profit Artist Centres (ANNPAC).'9 In addition, the 

thesis written by Diana Nemiroff examines the creation of the hrst artist-rm centres in 

As members of ANNPAC, Powerhouse Gallery and Women in Focus were 

included in the listing of parallel galleries in every issue of Parallelogramme and were 

also included in special retrospective books put out by M A C  between 1976 and 

1980." However, for the most part the articles, particularly in the 1 WOs, did not address 

the specific situation of women artists or focus on the activity of women's groups. 

Similady, Nemiroffs thesis only mentions the existence of women-only groups but does 

not study them. Women-only groups, then, have been left with the responsibility of 

raising public awareness of the status of Canadian women artists and to fight for change. 

' ? b i s  publication changed its name to MuTh 1995. 

'%ana Nepiroff, "A History of kt&-Run Spaces in Canada with particdar reference to 
Véhicule, A Space and the Western Front" (M. k Thesis. Concordia University, 2985). 

'' ANNPAc, ParalZeZogramrne Retrospective 1976- 77 (Montreal: ANNPAC, 1977); 
ANNPAC, Retrospective ParalleIogramme 3: Spuces by A&& 1978-79 (Toronto: ANNPAC, 
1979); ANNPAC, Reirospective 4: 1979-f 980: Documents of Artist-Run Centres in Canda 
(Toronto: ANNPAC, 198 1). 



Yet, as 1 have already suggested, most women-only groups have not had the financial 

luxury to produce histones of their o r g k t i o n s ;  therefore the basis of this research lies 

in O ften incomplete archival material and contemporary newspaper and jomal articles. 

Influenced by the contextual information provided by secondary sources, this 

thesis is the result of a reading of archival material and of an analysis of that matenal 

through contemporary feminist theories* The main theoretical texts which informed m y  

readings are writings by feminists who approach women's issues fiom a socio-historical 

perspective. In particular, I have followed writings which question the social 

conshruction of the category 'women' and in so doing provide new explorations into the 

field of sexual difference. 

Primarily, such writers include feminist philosopher Rosi Braidotti, feminist art 

historian Griselda Pollock, as well as Cauadian histonans Veronica Strong-Boag and 

Carol Lee Bacchi. In addition, 1 have chosen to look at the feminist writings of Canadian 

philosopher Lorraine Code. This decision stems h m  the fact that as a Canadian, Code's 

experiences link her geographically with the women artists in this study, and as a 

philosophical theorist, she unites many of the ideas of European and American feminist 

philosophers with the knowledge presented by Canadian historians. As the situation of 

Canadian women artists is specific to this country, Code's position provides a 

'*1n The Archueology of Knowledge, Michel Foucault discuses the development of a "new 
history," one of discontinuity rather than contmuity, and the power of the archival document therein. 
Within this thesis 1 am using archival material not as evidence of the "tnith," but as often the only 
documents avaiIable with which to develop possible &ries other than the one put fonvard by the 
traditional Canadian art history canon. Michel Foucaulf The Archaeolog~ of Knowledge, trans. 
AM. Sheridan Smith Wew York: Pantheon Books, 1972). 



complementary reading of their experiences. These ideas are discksed more M y  in 

Chapter Three. 

Within these sources there are several terrns which 1 use throughout this thesis but 

which are open to various interpretations. Consequently, 1 wish to cl- my position by 

defining them: Grst, the notion of "Wr and "second-wavetf feminism, second, the debate 

surroundhg essentialkt definitions of the term "women," and third my use of the word 

"space." 

Within Anglo-American tradition, the history of feminism has been divided into 

two distinct movements, described as the first and second waves. In Canada, the first 

refers to the period which began near the close of the nineteenth cenhuy and ended soon 

after the achievement of women's suffrage at the federal Ievel in 1919. After an assumed 

penod of inactivity by women, the second wave is perceived to have ernerged in the 

1960s with the development of the women's liberation movement. 

These terms of "first" and "second-wave" have been used as categories to describe 

moments of highly visible feminist activity. However, to dismiss the period between 

1920 and 1960 as a time of inactivity ignores the continuecl inequality women in Canada 

faced as well as the persistent, though perhaps not consciously defhed as feminist, 

endeavours of women. Several texts do ovedook this period,* declaring it a lu11 or an 

ebb in the oceanic patterns of the women's movement. Such a proclamation, however, is 

inaccurate and misleading. 

U~darnson, Bnskin and McPhail, and Wornen Unite! An Anthology of the Canadian Women !s 
Movement (Toronto: Canadian Women's Educational Press, 1 972). 



Some Canadian feminist historians have acknowledged that the constmcted 

division between these two stages undermines the continuity of the o v e d  femuiist 

movement Lynne Teather in her 1976 essay "The F e d s t  Mosaic" labels the period 

nom 19 19 to 1960 as "the interim." Of this period she rightly points out that many of the 

same problems women faced before the vote continued or rec~rred.~~ Naomi Black 

explains this metaphor of nrst and second waves as "reminding us that in social change, 

as in oceans, calmer patches are foliowed by new and stronger peaks of activity? The 

writers of Canadian Women: A History descibe a similar image. In looking at the 

resurgence of feminist activity in Canada in the 1960s, they note that, "[t]he women's 

movement had worked its way through something like the trough between two waves, 

and the tide of change was ready to move further up the shore."26 These explanations 

shed a more positive light on the "ide" years, suggesting that an active feminist 

rnovement is created through a conscious effort on the part of women to bring about 

social change. The "interim" years, on the other hanci, while still active years for women 

in Canada, did not generate a politicaily active, or cohesive, rnovement. 

Nevertheless, before accepting these two waves as a basic structure for this thesis, 

1 think it is important to look at the activities of women artists' spaces to determine 

whether or not this mode1 applies to their histories. In fact, I would suggest that it is in 

''~ynne Teather, "The Fmiinist Mosaic," in Gwen Matheson (ed), Women in the Canadian 
Mosaic (Toronto: Peter Martin Associates, 1976), p. 3 12. 

z ~ a o m i  Black, "The Canadia. Women's Movement: The Second Wave," in Burt, Code & 
Dorney (eds), p. 168. 

26Prentice et al., p. 343. 



part due to this hypothesized division between the two movements that many of the 

women artiçts' groups of the "second-wave" were unaware of the histo~y of their 

ancestors, and therefore worked to re-invent separate spaces. Their lack of kmwledge 

meant they were unable to leam b m  o t h d  experiences when encomtering similar 

obstacles. As Adrienne Rich has since pointed out, "without our own history we are 

unable to imagine a future because we are depriveci of the precious resource of knowing 

where we corne hm-"27 

I believe focussing on the activities of one specinc generation imposes unnaturai 

borders and thus hinders lmowledge and breeds misconceptions. As Griselda Poilock has 

commented, this temptation to establish £ïrm categories "create[s] false impressi~ns."~~ 

hoking at a longer history of women artists' groups in Canada, one that starts d e r  

ConMeration, will ensure a more complete understanding of their creation, development 

and, in some cases, demise. Nevertheless, the lack of alternative terms leaves me with 

few options but to describe the diffetent time k e s  as  the "firstfr and "second-wave." 

Although 1 do not agree that the perîod between these two movements was inactive, these 

t e m  do highlight the periods when there was an emergence of several women-onIy 

groups and therefore are relevant terms for this thesis. 

The term "essentialism" has been used to criticize the structures of some of the 

''~drienne Rich, "Resisting Amnesia: History and Personal Life (1983): Blood, Bread, and 
Poeby: Selected Prose 19 79-1985. (New York: W.W. Norton & Comgany, l986), p. 14 1. 

*Grisel& Pollock, "The politics of theory: generations and geographies in feminist theory 
and the histories of art histories," p. 14. 



"second-wave" feminist groups? Sorne critics suggest that as segregated spaces they 

depend on the assumption that all women share a comrnon oppression through their 

experiences as women. As such members have been labelled essentialists - believing in a 

fked essence of womanhood. In h a  deIlnition of essentialism, Elizabeth Grosz 

distinguishes it h m  the te- biologism and naturali~m?~ She explains that although 

essentialism "usually entails biologism and naturalism," it does not depend on them. 

What she emphasizes is the universality of such a belief: 

Essentialïsm entails the belief that those characteristics deked  as women's 
essence are shared in cornmon by al1 women at al1 times: it implies a limit on the 
variations and possibilities of change .... EssentiaIism thus refers to the existence 
of fked characterîstics, aven attributes, and ahistoncal functions that limit the 
possibilities of change and thus of social reorgaaization? 

It is this element of essentialism that has been highly criticized by many feminists. 

Suggesting that there is an essence to womanhood denies the many differences among 

women and has resulted, in Canada, in the experiences of white, middle-class, English- 

speaking women becoming the "essence. " 

Subsequently, there has grown a theoretical debate between so-called essentialists 

and anti-essentialists. Recently, many feminists who have in the past criticized 

essentialist writings are revisiting the notion and reconsidering their position towards it. 

29Although the terminology was not the same, women's groups of the Vint-wave" also faced 
similar criticism. 

3%lizabeth Grosz, "Sexual Difference and the Roblern of Essentialism," in Naomi Schor and 
Elizabeth Weed (eds), the essential dzsence  (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University 
Press, 1994), p. 84. 



This reaction has been in part to stop the contempt and animosity the debate has sparked 

within feminist c i d e d 2  I feel it is important to address this issue when Iooking at 

women artists' groups because it has been one of their main obstacles in sunival. 

Therefore, 1 kept these ideas in mind throughout the thesis and have addressed them more 

completely in the third chapter. 

The third t a  which 1 use throughout the thesis is "space." I decided to use the 

image of women artists' groups as  spaces for several reasons. hitially 1 began using this 

term in order to include different kinds of groups. 1 did not want to IUnit my research to 

women-only galleries or women-only schools: many women-only groups began as 

fi-iendships, clubs or schools, and grew to become associatiom, galleries and resource 

centres. 1 wanted a structure which aiiowed me to discuss ail these. 

In addition, 1 use the tenn "space" because 1 am wnvinced that women artists' 

groups have pIayed an important role in altering the concept of the spaçe in which art 

might be viewed. As Sandy Nairne explained in his study of altemaiive galleries in the 

1960s and 1970s, "[tlhe term 'spacet replaced the word gallery ... and was used precisely 

because it was supposed to avoid the connotations of an institutional or commercial 

environment where an hierarchical, formal arrangement might determine audience 

behaviour in pre-set way~."'~ Altemative spaces were able to accommodate new forms of 

'Waorni Schor, "Introduction," in Naomi Schor and Elizabeth Weed (eds), the essential 
dzrerence, pp. vii-viii. 

33~andy Naime, "The Institutionalkation of Dissent," in Greenberg, Ferguson & Naime (eds), 
ninking About Exhibitions (London & New York: Routledge, 1 W6), p. 396. 
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art, like performance art, and new media, which estabfished galleries could, or would not- 

These spaces were establishing new physical places in which the public could see arf but 

they were also forging a new space in which art could be discussed and understood in 

different ways. 

Furthmore, for women artists, the term "space," both in its metaphoric and 

physical meanings, takes on critical importance. One main emphasis for the creation of 

women-only groups at the end of the nineteenth century was the lack of a physical space 

in which women could work, train and exhibit as artists. Their need for separate spaces 

stemmed from their physicaf exclusion nom male spaces. With the formation of their 

own spaces, they were able to prove their artistic talent and their professional ability and 

thus "they disrupt[ed] conventional associations between Whiteness, rnasculinity and the 

workpla~e,"~~ the latter in this case being the professional art world. 

These physical spaces and the successes they have brought to women artists also 

help to provide a rhetorical space. By providing women artists with a place to gather, 

work and exhibit, these spaces also provide historians with information not found in 

mainstream texts. The partial writing of history leaves gaps in which lie the stories of 

neglected groups and individuals who fail to fit into the constmcted noms. It is within 

these gaps that feminist historians can slip and find a new space: a space that addresses 

the histories of women.artists. Women artists' stories found in these theoretical spaces 

3 4 ~ ~ d a  McDowell, "Spatialking Feminism: Geographic Perspectives," in Nancy Duncan 
(ed), BodySpace: destabilizing geographies of gender and s-lity (London & New York: 
Routledge, 1996), p. 39. 



are based in part on the recorded activities of the physical spaces. 

In 1979 Julia Kristeva stated: "Whai evoking the name and destiny of women, 

one thinks more of the space generating and forming the human species than of time, 

becoming or history."" This perception seems to reflect the experiences of women 

artists' spaces in Canada Not part of the official history, they occupy a space but as of 

yet are not a solid part of tirne. Yet theïr occupation of space will help provide the 

information needed for their histories to be revealed. Griselda Pollock develops this idea 

M e r ,  suggesting that feminism does not have to be either spatial or tempord but can 

slip h m  one to the other or occupy both simultaneously: "Feminism cm be reconceived 

as a signifying space, the space in which, through a feminist imperative, we both negate 

existing orders of phallocentric meaning, and in stmggle with representation, generate 

cnticd, even new, rneaning~."~~ Ln addition to aiding women by o f f e ~ g  concrete and 

safe separate spaces, these women artists' groups in Canada also help formulate new 

histories and new meanings by providing otherwise undocumentecl traces of activity. 

They are strategic spaces. 

"~ulia Kristeva, "Womenls The"  (1979) in Toril Moi, nie Kristeva Reader (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1986), p. 190. 

3 6 ~ s e l d a  Pollock, The politics of theory: generations and geographies in feminist theory 
and the histones of art histories," p. 9. 



Canada's ConMeration in 1867 inspired a movernent of natianalist groups that 

worked towards the development of the country's independent identity. Foci of these 

organizations ranged fiom religion and politics to literature and athtetics. Among them 

were those fonned by and for women, including the Women's Art Association of Canada 

(WkAC) .  The WAAC was founded to provide women artists with a rare place to train as 

professional artists. Like many of the other nationaüst groups, it reflected society's 

structures of class and race hierarchies, but the WAAC was distinct in that it resisted, if 

not vocaliy then through its activities, the assumption that women's sole roles were those 

of wife and mother. The creation of the WAAC is pivotal in Canada's art history as it 

represents one of the earliest documentai cases of women artists in Canada coming 

together to overcome the discrimination existent in the dominant art institutions of the 

country. However, the way in which its members and activities have been overlooked by 

Canadian art history texts has wntributed to the lack of Canadians' knowledge of this 

organization and its members. Consequentiy, this chapter will look at why this 

organization was formed, by whom and for wh0rn.l Through çuch an examination, 1 

hope to present an understanding of the need for the WAAC and to divulge the hidden 

'MY primary interest in this chapter is not to provide a chrono1ogical look at the events of this 
organization. A comprehensive history of the WAAC is available in Allison Thompson, "A 
worthy Place in the Aa of Our Country: The Woments Art Association of Canada, 1 887- 1 987" 
(M. A. Thesis. Carleton University, 1989). 



limitations the members placed upon the terrn "women." Understanding this perception 

might lead to an explmation of the cyclical character of women artists' groups in Canada 

of which the WAAC represents a possible official SM. 

Up until the last quarter of the nineteenth century, C d a u  artists were forced to 

tnrvel to the United States or Europe in order tu receive professional art trauiing and 

recognition h m  the public? In response to this lack of opportunity and support in their 

own country, Canadian artists took up the initiative to establish their own organizations 

for art training and promotion. The fint professional art society in Canada was the 

Montred Society of Artists, founded in 1 847, followed in 1 860 by the Art Association of 

Montreal.) In addition, the national association, the Royal Canadian Academy, created in 

1 8 80, and a provincial group, the Ontario Society of Artists, founded in 1 8 72, O ffered 

artists the opportunity to train and exhibit within Canada as professional artists on an 

international level. In its efforts to establish its own cultural idenüry, Canada placed new 

emphasis on Canadian art and culture, raising the status of the artist to an important and 

respected level. However, one belief perpetuated: the term professional artist was çtill 

reserved almost exclusively for the male artist4 

2~harles Hill, The Group of Seven: Art for a Nation (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1995). 
p. 35; and Eric Brown, "Canadian Art and Artists: A Lecture by Eric Brown" (Ottawa: National 
Gallery of Canada, 1925), pp. 4 - 7. 

' D ~ S  Reid, A Concise HLrtory of Canadian Painting 2nd ed. (Toronto: Oxford University 
Press, 1988), p. 34. 

4~lthough women were eligible for memberships in the RCA and O S 4  their membmhips 
were not the same as the men's as they imposed certain restrictions. Membership item 6 of the 
Construction and Laws of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts of 188 1 stated that "women 
shall be eligible for m e m h h i p  in the Royal Canadian Academy, but ski1 not be required to 



In 1900, Mary Ella Dignarn, first President of the Women's Art Association, wrote 

about the discrimination facing women artists by the Royal Canadian Academy: 

Women were pronounced eiigibble for membership, but were not required to attend 
business meetings, neither could their names be placed upon the list of rotation for 
the Council, so their position was but a nominal one, and was never really actd 
upon. It was also thought necessary to supply a clause in the constitution 
prohibiting the admission of - 'needlework, artificid flowers, cut papa, shellwork, 
models in coloured wax of any such performance1- which explains the statu of 
women in art and their work just two decades ago in CanadaS 

Several women artists shared Dignamls frustration, which encouragecl them to found their 

own school in 1884 where women were able to receive the same kind of training as m a 6  

Started initially by Miss E X  Westmacott, the Associated Artists' School of Art and 

Design (AM) had a specific mandate: to educate women in hand~rafts.~ Upon her r e m  

fiom studying in Europe, Mary Ella Dignarn joined the faculty and initiated the k t  

painting classes in the school, and by 1887 she had become the principal.* M e r  visiting 

attend business meetings, nor will their names be placed upon die list of rotation for the council." 
Similarly, within the Ontario Society of Artists' minutes of July 2, 1872, it was stated that, "lady 
members participate in al1 benefits ... except [they do] ... not have the privilege of voting or 
attending meetings except [when] specifically invited to do so." F m  & LucSj, From women !s 
eyes: Wonzen Pointers in Ca& (Kingston: Agnes Etherïngton Art Centre, 1976), p. 3. 

' ~ a r y  Ella Dignam, "Canadian Women in the Development of Art," in the National Council 
of Women, Women of Canadn: Their Life and Their Work. (Toronto, 1900), p. 214. 

%itialIy the Associated Artists' Schooi of Art and Design also allowed male students but in 
an article fiom 1890, the writer commented that only three male artists participated. "Woman's 
Art Club," Mail (9 December, 1890). Scrapbook I ,  Women's Art Association of Canada 
archives, Toronto. 

'In a papa entitled, "Estabiishing Cross-border Networks: A Study of Mary Ella Dignam and 
Ha Arnerican Connections," Allyson Adley details Dignam's role in establishing connections 
with other women artists in the United States as well as with women in Europe and within 
Canada. Allyson Adley, "Establishing Cross-border Networks: A Study of Mary Ella Dignam 



the school almost by accident, London Ahertizer contributor Mary S. Werthome 

expresseci her impressions of its classes in an 1887 article. She wrote, 'Tt is quite certain, 

1 decided, that these rooms corne nearer to the best art schools on this continent than any 

other in Canadawg 

Continually dissatisfied by the options open to h a  as a woman artist, Dignam 

decided in 1887 to focus her energies instead on the creation of the Woman's Art Club.Io 

She felt that "[she] had to do something to open the door for women and the only way 

seemed to be the organization of the Women's Art Association."" Her recognition of the 

need for a "separate space" was likely influenced by her travels to the United States and 

Europe where many women's groups like the Ladies Art Association of New York 

(1 867), the Union des femmes peintres et sculpteurs in Paris (1 88 1 ), and Bntain's Society 

of F a d e  Artists (1857) had already formedl* The Woman's Art Club was based on the 

mode1 of the Art Students' League in New York, providing a "self-governing, mutually 

helpful ~ociety."~~ The Club espoused a flexible mandate, enabling it to adjust to fit  the 

and Her American Connections," The Woman Producer, Not the Woman Produced. UAAC. 
McGill University, Montreal. November 1996. 

%ary S. Werthome, "An Hour in an Art School," Advertizer (14 December 1 887). 
Scrapbook 1, Women's Art Association of Canada archives, Toronto. 

l'Mary Ella Dignam as quoted in Thompson, p. 58. 

12~aria Tippet, By A Lady (Toronto: Penguin Books, 1993), pp. 27-28. 

'31;lorence Deeks, "Historical Sketch of the Women's Art Association of Canada," (Toronto, 
1912), p. 1. 



needs of members. In 1 890 it consisted of twenty-seven members, held exhibitions, and 

offered lectures and work~hops.'~ 

The growth of the Club during its first few years indicates that it filied a gap 

experienced by many Canadian women artists. In 1892, the Club incorporated as the 

Women's Art Association of Canada (WAAC), and its menibership continueci to grow 

across C d  and into the United Stated5 The demand was such that branches of the 

Association began to be founded in different parts of the country beginning with 

Winnipeg, London and Montreal.16 

Although the only national organization of women artists, the WAAC was not 

aione in its attempt to bring women artists together. Other groups included the Montreai 

Society of Decorative Art, organized in 1878, the Women's Art Club of London, 

instituted in 1 893, the Montreal School of Art and Applied Design of 1893, and the 

School of Art in Picton, Nova Scotia" The Women's Art Club of London became a 

branch of the WAAC but discontinued its membership in 1896. In her in-depth look at 

the history of art in London, Nancy Poole unfominately gives only a brief description of 

'%ompson, p. 63; Deeks, p. 1. 

15~eeks elaborates, "Nearly al1 the women painters of Canada, many of whom are the best 
lcnown artists of today, were enrolled as active members, and the increasing list of patronesses 
and associate members contained many wëll-known names," p. 3. 

'%JO date was given for the School of Art in Picton, Nova Scotia Nationai Council of 
Women of Canada, Women of Canada: Their Life and neir  ,Werk, pp. 2 17-2 18. 

''fiid., p. 217. The information in this source does not explain the reason for the Club's 
decision to discontinue its membership with the WAAC. 



the Women's Art Club, explaining that the Club was made up of both artists and 

supporters of art and was active between 1892 and the First World War. It sponsored 

lectures, exhibitions and classes as weli as providing studio space for the artists, and 

accordhg to Poole, was "the centre of artistic vitality in London." lg Despite its apparent 

importance and influence, however, it receives only a few lines in this history of art in 

London, 

As a national organization for women artists, the WAAC was one example in an 

emerging trend of women organizations throughout Canada. With subjects including 

athletics, culture, labour, politics and religion, these associations and clubs, originating as 

early as  the 1870s right through to 1920, created a sense of uni@ among women who 

continued to feel isolated in their positions at home. Women's traditional role of keeper 

of the house and family, whether on the f m  or in the city, ofken led them to feel alone 

and disconnected. Consequently they oAen formed communities based either on their 

shared religious or cultural afnliation~.~~ Jane Eniugton explains some of the incentives 

for and environment w i t b  which many educated, upper- and middle-class Canadian 

women were inspired to corne together: "They were propelled out of the isolation of their 

homes by a sense of religious duty and a spirit of expanding oppominity, which 

combineci with their growth and apprehension about the state of Canadian society and 

'%cy Poole, nie Art of London 1830-1980 (London: Blackpool Press, 19841, p. 75. 

2%entice et al., Canadian Wmen: A History 2nd ed. (Toronto: Harcourt Brace & Co., 
1996), p. 125. 
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their special place within it."zl 

In fact, religion ofien provided the forum where women couid meet, as well as 

providing the motivation. Missionary societies were created to spread the Word of God 

through actions. Soon, however, "[tlhese groups were ...joined by a numba of secular, 

although still religiously motivated, organizati~ns."~ Examples of such groups include 

the Young Women's Christian Association, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, 

the Anglican Girls' Friendly Society, the Dominion Order of the King's Daughters, and 

the Fédération nationale Saint-Jean-Baptiste. S t d g  from their religious filiation, 

these groups nevertheless expanded their activities to include housing for immigrant girls 

and women, domestic training and recreational activities in addition to religious 

instruction. Later many also participated in campaigns for women's sufkge. 

Although not dl these groups were founded specifically to solicit social refom, 

this often became an objective? Women jusaed their involvement in social refom by 

explainhg that "they believed it was absolutely essential to infuse the public world with a 

domestic, fernale rn~rality."*~ According to Veronica Strong-Boag, women viewed 

"Jane Errington, "Pioneers and Suffiagistsn, in Burt, Code and Domey (eds), Changing 
Patterns 2nd ed. (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1993) p. 73. 

U~inda Kealey (ed), A Not Unreasonable Claim: Women & Refonn in Canada, 1880s-1920s 
(Toronto: The Women's Press, 1979), p. 2. 



themselves as moraIly superior to men, based predominantly on their role as m o t h e r ~ . ~ ~  

To succeed as an independent and moral country, then, Canada needed the contribution, 

and even leadership, of its women. 

The desire for social reform was not unique to women. Spuned on by threaîs of 

industrialization, Canadian men also took part in this movement of the late- nineteenth 

cenhiry. Strong-Boag suggests that it was in following the actions of men that "[women] 

too were shocked by urban poverty, industrial mest and social disease; they too 

responded to the call of religion, to the warnïng of British and American refomers and to 

the pleas of Canadian nationalist~."~~ Frequently, the founding members of the women's 

groups were related to the men who were active in this "Canadian progressive 

rnove~nent."~' The expansion of cities and the construction of faster and more 

convenient forms of &importation encouraged this development of national and even 

international organizati~ns?~ 

White women of the upper classes, especially those able to take advantage of new 

ducational opportunities in Canada, followed the example of these men's groups. In 

addition, improved technology, with its easing of domestic duties, allowed these women 

=Veronka Strong-Boag, "Setting the Stage: National Organization and the Women's 
Movement in the Late 19th Century," in Prentice & Trofimerkoff (eds), The Neglected Majoriîy 
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1977), p. 88. 

26Strong-Boag, "Setting the Stage," p. 87. 

27~er~nica  Strong-Boag, The Parliament of Women, (Ottawa: National Museums of Canada, 
1 W6), pp. 3 1-32. 

28~amsay Cook and Wendy Mitchinson (eds), The Proper Sphere: Woman !s Place in 
Canadian Society (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1 W6), p. 199. 



the thne, and thus the opportunities, to meet one an~ther?~ Marjory MacMurchy, a 

journalkt vocal about women's issues at the tirne, describecl the average member of these 

groups: 

The typical member of these associations ... is married, not single. She is middle- 
aged. She is a woman with household occupations and yet with some leisure 
time. Her children are wholly or half-way grown up and she is able to undertake 
sorne work outside?* 

Alt;iough these women enjoyed an increased amount of fiee time permitting them the 

space to participate in women's clubs, club activity did not interfere with the time needed 

for women's domestic duties. In faît, one of their prixnary goals was to uphold the family 

and virtues of domesticity." 

Frequently, clubs were inspired by simi1ar groups either in Britain or the United 

States. The Young Women's Christian Association, established in 1870, and the Girls' 

Friendly Society, formed in 1882, were bath counterparts of the respective organizations 

in Britain, and the Dominion Order of the King's Daughters of 1 886 followed the 

example of the existing group in the United Stated2 These Protestant and Anglican- 

based groups formed to look af€er young women, particularly immigrants and working- 

*%endy Mitchinson, "Aspects of Reform: Four Women's Organizations in 19th century 
Canada" (PhD. Thesis. York University, 1976), p. 33. 

30 Marjory MacMurchy, "Women's Organizations" h m  her book, n e  Woman - Bless Her, 
19 16, as quoted in Cook and Mitchinson (eds), n e  Proper Sphere, p. 21 8. 

3'Cook and Mitchinson (eds), p. 199. 

32~mngton, p. 74. bell hooks in Ain? I a Woman: black women and f e m i n h ,  when 
cornmenting upon the American counterparts of these organizations, points out that although not 
identified in their names, these organizations were "exclusively white." bell hooks Ain't I a 
Woman: black wornen and ferninism (Boston: South End Press, 198 l), p. 163. 
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class members. One of the earliest and most influential of these women's groups was the 

Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) founded in Ontario in 1874. If too, was 

formed after the American model. Its mernbers felt that alcohol caused the evils in 

society and hence their main objective was to impose prohibition." 

The scene was set, then, by the end of the nineteenth century for the emergence of 

a unifieci national body for Canadian women. Hoping to bring women f?om all over the 

country together with the cornmon goal of improving the moral climate of Canada, the 

National Council of Women of Cmda (NCW) was established in 1893. An off-shoot of 

the International Council of Wornen, which originated in England in 1882, the Canadian 

organization was officially f o d  at Toronto's pavilion at the Chicago's World Fair. 

There had aiready been a few previous attempts to create such a national body, the most 

recent being the Saint John, New Brunswick meeting of the Dominion Women's 

Christian Temperance Union in 189 1. The participants at rhis meeting decided to f o m  a 

cornmittee which would gaîher together al l  Canadian women active in d l  organized 

societies? 

In order to profit h m  her iduential position, the organizers requested that Lady 

Aberdeen act as the fkst President of Canada's national women's body.3S Lady Aberdeen 

brought with her not only the prestige of her position and name as the wife of Canada's 

3 4 ~ e n d y  Thorpe, "Lady Aberdeen and the National Council of Canada: a Study of a Social 
Reformer in Canada, 1893-2898" (MA. Thesis. Queen's University, 1972), p. 43. 



Govemor-General John Gordon, Earl of Aberdeen, but also her cornmitment to family, 

society and country based within an evangeiistic faith? Grounded in this view of 

women's role in Canada as being that of mother, both to family and country, the 

constitution of the National Corncil of Women read: 

We, women of Canada, sincerely believing that the best good of our homes and 
nation will be advanced by our own greater unity of thought, sympathy and 
purpose, and that an organized movement of women wil l  best conserve the 
highest good of the Family and the State, do hereby band ourselves together to 
fÛrther the application of the Golden Rule to society, custom and law." 

Within the first year of the Council's existence, local councils were formed in Toronto, 

Montreal, London, Hamilton, Ottawa, Quebec City, Winnipeg and Kingst~n.'~ 

In addition, in 1893 three other women's organizations became &liated 

members: the Girls' Fnendly Society, the Women's Art Association of Canada and the 

Dominion Women's Enfimchisement A~sociation.~~ By this t h e ,  the Women's Arî 

Association had a solid base with a growing membership which sponsored three 

exhibitions a year. It aiso offered outdoor sketching excursions, held lectures and live 

mode1 classes through the Saturday Night Sketch Club." That the WAAC was one of the 

first three affiliated members of the NCW is significant: AUison Thompson suggests, "B y 

"National Council of Women. Constitution. me Golden Rule: Do unto other as ye would 
that they should do unto you.] 

38~trong-~oag, "Setting the Stage," p. 99. 

39"0ur First Annual Meeting," reprinted from the Toronto Globe (2 1 April, l894), p. 8. 
Sctapbook 1, Women's Art Association of Cana& archives, Toronto. 

%ompson, pp. 70-7 1. 



uniting with the NCWC, Dignam acknowledged that the WAAC was not merely an 

exhibithg society for women artists; it had a larger role to play in asserting the active 

involvement in the social improvement of the co~ntry."~' 

As President of the WAAC, Mary EUa Dignam was &y present at the 

National Council of Women's annual meetings. Each year the WAAC submitted a report 

of its activities, which was then reproduced in the N W s  annual yearbooks. On several 

occasions, in addition to a fonnal financial report, the WAAC included an essay on topics 

like the history of Canadian art, the revival of handicrafts, and the influence of art clubs 

in Canada. These essays, written predominantly by Dignam berself, offered a histov of 

Canadian art, which highlighted the role of women artists in the creation of a uniquely 

Canadian form of artistic expression. 

Since Confederation in 1867, Canada had been struggiing to shed its image as a 

British colony and to distuiguish itself fiom the United States. In several papers that she 

submitted to the National Council of Women, Dignam indicated her cornmitment to "the 

development of national Art feeling."42 She believed women had an important role to 

play in the advancement of this feeling through the promotion of Canadian art and 

through the success of wornen's art clubs." Because of their success in these activities 

4 2 ~ a r y  Ella Dignam, "The Development of National Art Feeling in Canada," in the National 
CounciI of Women of Canada, Yearbook: Wornen Workers of Canada (Toronto: Oxford Press, 
1895), pp. 228. 

"Sec for example, Mary Ella Dignam, "The Deveiopment of National Art Feeling in 
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Art," in the National Council of Women of Canada, Yeorbook Women Wurkers of Canada 



and because of the importance of their role, Dignam thought that Canadian women artists 

deserveci equal opportunity and recognition as men artists. 

Dignam's cornmitment to proving women artists' integrity to Canadian art is 

evident throughout her career. During her time at the Associated Artists' School, she was 

quoted as saying, "Our subjects are essentiaily Canadian and in out own way we seek to 

make art a patriotic and a .  educative force in the community."" In h a  18% essay, "The 

Development of a National Art Feeling in Canada," Dignam laid out the opportunities 

and responsibilities of Canadian artists, whorn she continually described as both male and 

fernale? She pointed out that in order for Canada to develop a tme national spirit, it first 

needed to be educated about art, an education that could be brought about by a "formative 

energy." "This energy," she stated, "the women of Canada can help to form."" 

In addition to its attention to %gh.art" forms, the WAAC also encouraged 

women working in Canadian handicrafts. Its enthusiasm in this area of work is clear in 

the creation of the Ceramic Club in 1897 and of other clubs specializing in bookbinding, 

woodcarving, jewellery, metal work and tooled leather." At the Toronto branch's twelf€h 

annual exhibition in February 1900, hanclicrafts were included for the first tirne. 

(Ottawa: Thobun & Co., 1894), pp.77-82; "Sectional Art Conference," in the National Council 
of Women of Canada, Yearbook: Women Workers of Canada (Montreal: John Love11 & Son, 
1896), pp. 548-557. 
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Subsequently, branches of the Association throughout the comtry took a new look at and 

found renewed interest in the handicrafts. In many ways it seerned to represent the ideal 

outlet for Canadian women artists. It promoted working at home, it was an extension of 

dready established women's work and, without taking men's jobs and without requiring a 

move to the ci@, it off& women a source of income and the opportunity to contribute 

to the economy. Furthemore, it was seen as an acceptable way for isolated women to 

have contact with other women, 

Mer the success of the 1900 Toronto exhibition, rnembers of the Montreal branch 

organized the First Exhibition of Art and Hundierafi later the same year. This  became 

an annual event and expanded to such an extent that, in 1906, the women involved 

founded the Canadian Guild of Handicraftd9 In establishg this national guild, the 

WAAC demonstrated that it believed that handicrafts were integral to a strong fume for 

C d a  Because hanclicrafts rely on histoncal traditions, however, Canadians were 

hesitant to associate them with this fiiture. The women invoIved succeeded in making 

this connection by depending on education as one of their main tools. In al1 their 

promo tional material, these women stressed Canada's vast history of crafi techniques, 

reveahg that Canada did have traditions that straddled ethnicities, aga,  and classes. 

They also believed that increased exposure to hanclicrafts would improve Canadians' 

48~eather Hashs, "Bendùig the des :  The Montma1 Branch of the Womenls Art 
Association of Canada, l894-I9OO" @LA. Thesis. Concordia University, 1995), p. 50. 

49~irginia Watt, "The First National Crafi Organization in Canada," in Sam Carter, A 
Trensuv of Canadian Cru$? (Vancouver: The Canadian Crafi Museum, l992), p. 33. 



overail appreciation of art and thus would help the country grow in sophistication." 

In an essay entided "The Canadian H a n d i d  Movement," submitted to the 

National Cornci1 of Women at its 1904 annuai meeting, Mrs. Peck, a member of the 

Montreal branch of the WAAC, outlined the histo~y of bandicrafts in Canadas1 Peck 

commented on how the promotion by the WAAC of Canadian hmdicrafts resulted in a 

connection with many women who were otherwise isolated in their artistic endeavours. 

She -te: 

We who journey about, ever seeing new lands, gaining new ideas, listening, 
learning, constantly should try to realize the utter desolation of a life shut off fkom 
such delights. The Women's Art Association is coming into touch with isolated 
women in its work, helping ever so little to bnghten the lives of those wornen 
whose work is strenuous, whose pleasures are few and evanescent? 

Despite the condescending tone of this comment., which clearly separates the women at 

the meeting fiom the wornen creating handicrafk, Peck nevertheless confirmed that one 

of the main and successful objectives of the WAAC was to bring together Canadian 

women. Additionally, in this essay she showed that the work perfoxmed at home by these 

women was as important to Canadian culture as any 0 t h  fomi of art. 

In contradiction of this opinion, many of the WAAC's conternporaries believed 

that art could only ever be an amateur activity for women. Even Lady Aberdeen, a vocal 

supporter of women artists, stated that, "after all, art m u t  be associated with repose and 

S~omotional pamphlets, 1900, 1902. Canadian Guild of Handierafts archives, Montreal. 
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with absence of effort."" Dignam, on the other hanci, was strong in her conviction that 

women codd, and indeed rnany did, pursue art as a profession. 

Dignam was contuldy forced to prove this belief both to her colleagues at the 

National Council of Women and to the stiU maledominateci art world. The President of 

the Art Association of Montreal was asked to speak at the opening of the Women's Art 

Association's 1896 exhibition. He prefaced his comments by pointkg out that the 

exhibition consisted of works by amateur artists and that therefore the works were 

necessarily seconâary to professional work. Dignam responded politely but potently: 

1 have to thank Mr. Drummond for bis kind words tonight to our Association and 
. assure him that we do not intend to rest with purely amateur work. While we 

include in the Association amateurs who are serious students, we also have 
professional members who are giving their most serious life effort to this work." 

At the 1905 annual NCW meeting, Dignam again had to defend the professionalism of 

women artists to the Council. The Women's Art Association had asked the NCW to lend 

its support in approaching the federal govemment to purchase works by women artists? 

Dignam presented her case: 

...[ T]hk matter has been already brought before the Dominion Govenunent by the 
Women's Art Association. But we thought at our Executive, although 1 M y  
believe our request will be granted in any case, that the National Council might 
like to express itself as actively interesteci in noticing and encouraging Art in its 
widest and broadest sense, taking this opportunity, which we believe a very 

n~ational  Council of Women, Yenrbook (Montreal: John Love11 & Son, 1896), p. 548. 

%id., pp. 551-553. 

" ~ t  seems that this particula. request was regarding the purchase of works by the "rnost 
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excellent one, to show its attitude towards Art and Canadian women? 

Although the members seemed interested to hear that women intists had been 

discriminated against by the govemment, one meinber added, " n t  seems to me that it is 

important that we consider carefbily before we ask anything that might have a tendency 

to lessen our prestige with the G~vemment-"~ Some members objected to this comment 

but 0th- agreed, insisting that it was improper of the WAAC to make such a request of 

the NCW. In the end the motion to support the WAAC's request was passed, but not 

without heavy convincing on the part of Dignam. 

Dignam herself never publicly disagreed with the NCWs belief that women's 

proper place was at home, but in her attempts to promote women as professional artists 

she rnust have conhually met with opposition. Her encouragement of women who 

chose the career of d s t  lay in direct opposition to society's pressure for women to 

concentrate on the role as mother. An indication that she was well aware of the perceived 

incompatibility of these two activities is found in a brief comment she included in an 

essay on the role of art associations in Canada She stated that the activities of a 

professional artist, "never yet unfitted a woman for what is considered her true sphere in 

the home, and in the care of ~hifdren."~~ Nevertheless, as the WAAC was an affiliate 

member of the NCW, its members either must have agreed with the NCWs view of 

S 8 ~ a r y  Ella Dignam, "Art Clubs and Associations and their Influence on Canadian Art," in 
the National Council of Women of Canada, Yearbook (Ottawa: Thoburn & Co., 1894), p. 79. 
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women or constantly felt its disapprovai of their positions as professional artists. 

In general, reform groups, of which the NCW was the most public, asserted that 

an improved Canadian society would help women perfom their jobs as mothers better. 

In addition, this image of an improved society was soaked in Christian ideology; "For 

most women, religious faith was the underpinning for their activi~m."~~ The image such 

groups hoped to evoke was one of generosity and selfkssness. Consequently, in order to 

avoid criticism nom the growing backlash of anti-feminists, the National Council of 

Women initially kept itself separate fiom the s a g e  r n o v e ~ e n t . ~  Instead, the focus 

remained on women's role as mothers and on the need for social refom to improve their 

ability to succeed in their duties. As Carol Lee Bacchi explains, " Natenial ethos 

provideci a respectable image for those who felt a sense of sex s~lidarity."~' The 

emphasis on the debate as to whether women should work or remain at home to care for 

their families demonstrates that this definition of the role of women pertained only to 

wealthier women, as lower-class women had always needed to work." 

The relationship of the Women's Art Association to this movement is less clear 

than it is with those groups that specifically identified themselves as refomi groups. 

Because the motivation behind the WAAC in some ways was to heIp women move 

5%entice et al, p. 189. 
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outside of the home and into the professional art world reserved until recently for men, it 

may seem that its purpose clashed with that of organizations lüce the NCW. Indeed, there 

is evidence of some tension between the WAAC and the NCW. On the other hand, 

members of the WAAC did see the need for moral improvement of society in light of 

industrialization and saw women's art as a way of achieving this end. 

Mary Ella Dignam ofien referred to Britain's Arts and Crafts' revivalist, Wiiliam 

Moms, in her speeches? FolIowing his example, Dignam believed that a s o c i e ~  

deserved the state in which it found itself and that its attitude towards art reflected its 

moral level. She also shared his view that art should not be for the elite few but for 

everybody. In her public speeches, Dignam made this point clear: "Art is not, never has 

been, and never can be c o m e d  to one class. Wealth can procure great foreign works of 

popular artists, but the lack of it does not debar people fiom cultivating renned taste and 

artistic surrounding, or fkom the real enjoyment of the beauties amund US. "64 

The relationship between art and social reform was also emphasized in the 

creation of the Canadian Guild of Handicraffs by the Montreal Branch of the Wornen's 

Art Association. These women felt strongly that Canadians must be knowledgeable 

about their art and their handicrafts traditions in order to achieve a rnorally elevated 

a ~ o r  more information on William Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement see Elizabeth 
Cumming and Wendy Kaplan, The Arts and Cr@ Movernent (London: Thames and Hudson 
Ltd, 1 99 1) and E. P. Thompson, William Morris: Romantic to Revohtionary (London: Merlin 
Press, 1977). For information on the Ilifluence of the Movement in Canada and of Morris' 
influence here see Katharine A. Lochnan, Douglas E. Schoenherr and Carole Silver, The Earthly 
Paradise: Arts and Cmfts by William Morris and Hk Circle fiom Cunadian Collections 
(Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1993). 
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cultural identity. As Mary Phillips, one of the founders of the Handicrafts Guild, stated 

in the Guild's 1902 annual exhibition catalogue: 

The Association recognizes that nom a g e a d y  di&ed love of colour, form 
and design &ses that thing we call National Art. ... With knowIedge, patience and 
skill surely such efforts must bring about a growth of artistic feeling among 
CaMdian~.~~ 

The reform movement, however, centred, in part, on the maintenance of a "pure" 

Canadian race. This incentive was so strong among varied groups that Carol Lee Bacchi 

believes that it was the key element in creating a imified movement: "Most of the refoms 

in some way aimed at strengthening and preserving this [Anglo-saxon] h-group against 

intemal weaknesses and extemal threat~."~~ Increased immigration and the deche in the 

biah rate were two of these primary threats. In addition to Anglo-saxon declhe in birth 

rates, "[tlhe larger families, non-Protestant backgroimds, and higher birth rates of the 

newcomers encouraged xenophobia, as did immigrants' supposedly lenient attitudes 

toward alcohol and pro~titution."~' Thus, in order to ensure that the birth rate of Anglo- 

Saxons increased, the govemment condemned abortion and all foms of birth control." 

Two possible explanations for the deterioration of the Anglo-saxon race emerged: 

environmentalism and eugenics. As Carol Lee B acchi has explaineci them, 

65~ontreal Branch of the Women's Art Association, &hibition of Arts and Handicrafts, 1902 
Catalogue. Canadian Guild of Handicrafts archives, Montreal. 
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enviromentalists believed that women were being affected by the poor conditions in 

which they lived and subsequently passing this effet on to the younger generations, 

whereas proponents of eugenics advanced the belief that it was nature - genetic 

composition - that was causing racial degenerafion." Eugenics lay the blame 

predominantly on women, who were either not procreating enough, or, by refushg to stay 

at home and care for their families, were causing the deterioration of their gens." 

Not surprisingly, most reform women aligned themselves with environmentalist 

thinking which allowed them to stay active and involved. By improving the condition of 

society, improved racial make-up would follow. Within this school of thought they could 

uphold the idea that by educating themselves they would in fact pass on improved genes 

to their cMdren. Even within this more open explanation, Bacchi points out that it still 

only helped the situation of a small group of women: "It justined the pursuits of the 

female reformers, but they constituted a small elite within the general female 

p~pulation."~' Roxana Ng observes that, "[rleviewing the historical development of 

Canadian society, we h d  that family and kinship, perceived or real, are means people 

deploy to exert their domination or overcome their sub~rdination."~ Both of these 

'%acchi, Liberution Defrred? The Idem of the English-Speaking Canadian Sufiagis& 
1877-1918, p. 106. 
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reasons seem to reflect, consciously or not, the activities of white, middle-class women's 

groups. Consequently, one of the r d t s  of this group movement during Canada's 

struggle to establish itself as a modem nation-state was the ideological construction, or 

reinforcement, of race and ethnicity as fûndamental divisions in society. 

A further division within these women's groups was between French- and 

English-speaking women. As Veronica Strong-Boag has explained, part of the difference 

between these two groups was that the French-Canadian Catholics did not experience the 

same decline in birth rate as in English Canada. Aiso, fkancophone women in Quebec 

were still not obtaining higher education in the numbers that English-Canadian wornen 

were? Consequently, the main refonn activities in Quebec took place through the 

predominantly English-speaking Montreal branch of the National Council of Women. It 

was not until 1907 that the h c o p h o n e  community formed its own group, the Fédération 

nationale Saint-Jean Baptiste." 

Even within the National Council itseW, there was division between Catholics and 

Protestants. Lady Aberdeen had strongly supported the formation of a non- 

denominational organization, but differences between these groups always seemed to 

emerge. One of the main controversies between these two groups arose around Lady 

Aberdeen's promotion of silent rather than oral prayer at meetings in 1895." Aberdeen's 

"Strong-Boag, The Parliament of Women, pp. 3 8-39. 
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motivation for such a movement s t w m e d  f?om a desire not to offend any members. In 

Ontario, however, heated debate ensued. This debate ended with a vote supporting silent 

prayer, a decision that was seen as a victory for non-partisanship. Despite the outcome of 

this conflict, the existence of such tensions among the drfferent groups within the NCW 

questions how members could hope to serve the varied interests of ail women. 

Following the thinking of racial purification, the National Council of Women 

made immigration and the care of "fallen women" two of their main concems. In a paper 

entitled, "Woman's Work for Wornan" of 1897, Mrs. Arthur Murphy explained that there 

existed two classes of women, "exaited women" and "fdlen women." "The stability of 

society," she wrote, "is threatened by the forces of perverted wornanho~d."'~ If the 

members of the Council were to succeed in their mission to impose fernale morality upon 

Canadian society, they needed to mise these fallen women. In the same speech, Mrs. 

Murphy proposed that these so-called "fallen women" had little choice but "to sacrifice 

their chastity to serve their race or ~hildren."~ The National Council of Women, then, 

would act as a block in this path. Thus, it tunied its attention to immigrant women. Its 

members would intervene before these women felI into an immoral life due to the 

economic realities they would otherwise encounter. In 1897 the NCW passed a 

resolution to create a committee on immigration, which would consist of stations in 

different cities throughout the country. niese stations would ensure shelter and work for 

''Mm. Arthur Murphy, "Woman's Work for Woman," in the National Council of Women of 
Canada, Yearbook (Kingston: British Whig, 1 8W), p. 1 83. 



these women. 

Although ostensibly estabfished to help less fortunate women, the committee's 

beliefs reflected the strategy of reform through racial purïty. This racism is indicated in 

statements like this one by a member of the Council, when seconding the resolution for 

the committee's formation: 

Many of the women and cbildren sent out hae are very undesirable immigrants, 
and with such a scheme as this there wodd be little difficulty in regulating this. 
... This scherne will not only protect the communities to which these immigrants 
are introduced, but it will also protect the immigrants themselves, because we will 
have in each distribuhg centre a home to which they can go temporariIy when 
out of work and where they c m  be protected fiom aLl the troubles incidental to 
immigrants.78 

The members wanted to help other women but clearly they wanted to do so while 

maintahhg their distinction fiom and superiority over these less fortunate women. In 

fxt, these immigrant, single, working-class women were central in filling the growing 

need for domestic servants in Canada? 

This position of superiority was also demonstrated by members of the Women's 

Art Association. With Lady Aberdeen as its figurehead and run by an executive 

committee of a President, Vice-hesident, Secretary and Treasurer, the hierarchy within 

this women's organization echoed the class pyramid within Canada in generaLsO This 

organization was accessible ody to women who had both educational opportunities and 

"Ibid., p. 157. 
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leisure time; furrhermore, membership costs also detennined what class of woman could 

j o h  The annual fee for full, residential members was ten  dollar^.^' Even the fee for a 

membership at the National Council of Women was only two dollars a year for filiateci 

national societies like the WAAC and five dollars for local councilsla A tendollar fee 

for an individual, then, seems quite high. Also in relation to some wages at the tirne," the 

cost of this membership signalled that in order to be a member of the WAAC, an 

individuai had to have economic security. Despite Dignam's claims that art need not be 

expensive and was not exclusive to one class, then, the WAAC seemed to demonstrate 

that indeed it was. 

Furuier racist tendencies are evident in the Association's treatment of handicrafts, 

The WAAC, in light of the handicrafts revival in other countries, took an interest in 

different ethnic handicrafts traditions. but when cornparhg the treatment of fine art by its 

white, middle-class, English-speaking members with the treatment of crafts by 

immigrant, French habitante, and native women, a colonial attitude is apparent. - 

Exhibitions of paintings and sculptures by white wornen were displayed in traditional 

museum fashion with the name of the artist clearly indicated near the painhg and in the 

exhibition brochure. Native objects, however, were identified by tribe only and were 

"In Canadian Women: A History, ,the authors state that in 1889 the average annual eamings 
for women workers without dependents was $2 16.7 1 with average annual costs being $2 14.28. 
Prentice et al., p, 133. 



usually listed in the program with the name of the owner." 

In addition, although the women of the WAAC "were Iargely responsible for 

creating a reviva. in craft-making in Ca~ada , "~~  they also tended to uphold the hierarchy 

of the visual arts, with painting at the top. This pyramid is clear not only in the treatment 

of works at exhibitions but also in the way members talked about the different art fomis. 

In one of her speeches Dignam clearly defined, "three divisions in which women work": 

primitive arts, art of needework, and painting, sculpture and design? 

With an emphasis by the WAAC being placeci on the "hi& art" f o m  by its 

active members, the lower, "primitive arts" of immigrant women were becoming arti facts 

of dying cultures. As Florence Deeks in her "Historical Sketch" of the WAAC 

exp lained : 

The CO-operation of  Canadian women with the new settlers also became a 
consideration, and as a help to the Doukhobor and Russian women in the 
pursuance of their artistic needle work, the Association took over the work which 
the National Council had organized for philanthropie reasons - that of sending out 
to them well-selected material and designs for working." 

Following the philosophy of William Moms and the Arts and Crafts Movement, the 

Association even succeeded in convincing craftworkers to give up more modem 

materials, ofkn used to simpliw the work, to retum to older, more traditional ones. With 

"See the Exhibition of Arts and Handimafi catalogues f?om 1900 to 1905. Canadian Guild 
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Quebec mg-making, for example, they encouraged the artists to stop d g  aniline dyes 

and r e m  to using vegetable dyes." In her description of the Arts and Crafts movement 

in Caaada, Mrs. John Paterson writes about the infeicior effects of aniline dyes: 

Flheir discovery . .. has terribly injured the art of dyeing and for the general 
public has nearly destroyed it as an art. ... Anyone wanting to produce dyed 
textiles with any artistic quality in them must forego the modem and wmxnercial 
methods in favour of those which are at least as old as Pliny, who speaks of them 
as being old in his the." 

This example indicates that these white, middle-class women felt they knew how these 

traditional ethnic crafts should be produced better than the artists themselves. 

A division in class and culture is clear even with regards to Québécois handicrafts. 

Organizers and promoters of the handicrafts exhibitions distanced themselves nom the 

activities of the women making the work For instance, in a 1900 brochure proposing an 

"Exhibition of Arts and Hanclicrab," Mrs. Cole of the Montreai branch of the 

Association wrote: "Arnong the Indians and French Canadians, where we m u t  look for 

primitive and characteristic national work, weaving, basket work, dyeing, porcupine qui11 

embroidery, the manipulation of leather, are fast passing into the realm of tradition; 

indeed some recipes are already 10st .~ '~ Although the WAAC was clearly not an 

advocacy organization for eugenics in Canada, there is also little doubt that there was 

8 8 ~ y  the mid-1870s Morris had begu. reviving the use of vegetable dyes in order to avoid the 
deterioration of coiour that resuited fiom the use of aniline dyes. E. P. Thompson, p. 101. 
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such a movement in Canada during the first halfof this century and that it helped to 

maintain, or even increase, the division between the protestants of English-speaking 

Canada and the Cathoks of Quebecg' Recognizing the influence this philosophy held at 

the tirne, it is possible to look at the WAACs treatment of traditional Québécois 

hanclicrafts as an ethnographie exercise. English-speaking women were to be active 

participants in the kture; whereas, French-speaking women, dong with native 

comrnunities, were only part of Canada's past. This division between English and French 

Canada again suggests that although the WAAC represented women axtists, the term 

"women" had specific limitations. 

The Association's attitude towards native handicrafts was particularly 

condescendkg. The division in class and race between these two groups is highlighted 

by the fact that when deaIing with native crafb, the women of the WAAC did not focus 

solely on women artists. In this case differences of class and race seemed to outweigh the 

WAAC's focus on gender. This reflects Carol Bacchi's observation that, "[aJlthough 

these women managed to cooperate for several femdesriented goals, ultimately they 

identified with their class rather than with their gender.lfg2 The members' attitude towards 

native work was based on a romanticized colonial view, which consûucts the native as 

"other." Consequently, native women artists not only d e r e d  as women in a male- 
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dominatecl art world, but even within separate spaces created specificdy to serve women 

artists they were seen primarily as native and thus as secondary to white women artists. 

It should be noted here that dthough women of colour and non-Christian women 

were not usually included in the women's groups 1 have describeci in this chapter, they too 

came together for support, usually on a ma& local level. Although the NCW, under 

Lady Aberdeen's leadership, was predominantly a Protestant organization, it did have 

some locals in diErnent parts of the country with memberships made up mostly of Jewish 

or Catholic women. For instance, there were seven urban Jewish centres affiliated with 

the NCW in Hamilton, Montreal, and Toronto by the end of the nineteenth cenhuy. In 

total, however, they only made up three percent of the locals' rnember~hip?~ As the sole 

carriers of theh race, Jewish women played the key role in the continuation of Judaism in 

Canadag4 Mothering, then, was seen ais0 by the Jewish religion as women's most 

important responsibility. Their mothering skills soon extended beyond the home and 

women adopted a role of mothering within their co~~llllunity. The creation of the National 

Council of Jewish Women is the most obvious example of this activity. In addition, 

Jewish women in Toronto formed the Hebrew Ladies Sewing Circle in 1906, motivated 

largely by recent missionary activity among Protestant evangelics to convert Jewish 

youth." 

93Rentice et al, p. 201. 

94Debra Forman, "The Montreal Section of the National Council of Jewish Women: The 
Paradox of Being a Mother," (M.A. Thesis. Concordia University, l98O), pp. 3-5. 

''~rentice et al, p. 2 18. 



As eady as the 1880s, black women, filling similar traditional " fernalet' roles, 

were also coming together to provide services for their community. Examples of these 

groups are the Victoria Benevolent Society in Chatham, Ontario, the Vancouver Island 

Cornmittee of Coloured Ladies, and the Black Women's Home Missionary Society in 

Amherstburg, Ontario in 1882." Montrealfs first known organization of black women 

emerged in 1900. Initially an informal gathering of women, this gmup soon established 

the Coloured Women's Club of Montreal in 1902. This club provided services to women 

immigrants nom the West Indies, providing them with clothuig and a community, 

echoing some of the activities of white women's groups? 

The Women's Art Association remained very active during the first quarter of the 

twentieth century. Allison Thompson's thesis gives a more detailed account of their 

activities but a few examples will demonstrate its increasing participation in and 

idluence on the Canadian art s ~ e n e . ~ ~  The Toronto branch of the Association had its 

largest mernbership of 700 in the early 1920s? As the Canadian art focus shified to 

moderniçm, so too did the W A X .  At the forefiont of this movement in Canada was the 

Group of Seven. Although made up exc1usively of men, this group of artists exhibited 

* 
"~bid., p. 219. Following bel1 hooks' comments on American black women's groups of this 

time, it is interestkg to notice that these women clearly identified their groups by their race, 
ofien Ieading historians to assume that these women were more interested in issues relating to 
black people than in those of the women's movement. bel1 hooks, Ain 't la Wonzan: black women 
and feminism, p. 163. 

98see niompson, pp. 134-171. 
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throughout a period between 1923 and 193 1 with nineteen women, meen of whom were 

affiliatecl with the WAAC. 'Oo 

Within Canada, the modernist painting movement seemed to be dominated by 

men, but women, many of whom were members of the WAAC, were at the forefiont of 

modernist sculpture. Four such women were Frances Loring, Florence WyIe, Katherine 

Wallis and Wirinified Kingsford. In 1914 the WAAC included sculpture for the fkt  time 

in its exhibition program and this same year it held a separate show devoted to the work 

of these four s c ~ l p t o r s . ~ ~ ~  The WAAC's cornmitment to promoting the role of women 

artists to Canadian modernism is also clear in its 1924 exhibition, the "Montreal Women 

Painters." This exhibition displayed the work of five women painters, Emily Coonan, 

Lilias Torrance Newton, MabeI May, Sarah Robertson and Anne Savage, who had al1 

been part of the Beaver Hall Hill Group in Montreal. This was the first of several such 

exhibitions which took place at the WAAC between 1924 and 1940.1m In addition, the 

WAAC took a particular interest in the work of painter Emily Cm. In fact, in 1935 

Emily Carr held her h t  solo exhibition outside of British Columbia at the WAAC.'03 

In 1933 the Canadian Group of Painters formed with nine of its 29 members being 

1 %mily C m ,  Emily Coonari, Prudence Heward, Bess Housser, Mabel Lockerby, Isabel 
McLaugfüin, Mabel May, Lilias Torrance Newton, Sarah Robertson and Anne Savage were 
WAAC members; Kathleen Daly, Yvonne McKague, Kathleen Munn and Pegi Nicol had each 
exhibited at WAAC; and Rody Kenny Courtice was an art instructor at WAAC during the 1930s. 
See Thompson, p. 138. 



women, a clear indication of the breakthroughs achieved by women artists in Canada. It 

is &O important to note that of those nine painters7 eight were active members in the 

WMC.'@' Furîher evidence of progress is the RCA's election of Marion Long as fidl 

member in 1933. Long was ody the second woma. artist in Canada to receive this 

position, the first being Charlotte Schreiber in 1880. 

However, the poor economic state of the country in the 1930s, in addition to these 

notable successes by women artists led to a steep decline in the WAAC's membership to 

only 180.1°5 With this low membmhip and wifh the continually decreasing interest in its 

activities by younger women artists, the WAAC's importance dwindled. Believing that 

they had achieved their main goal of equal opportunity in the Canadian art world, 

members of the WAAC changed the mandate of the organization in the 1950s. Once a .  

active participant in the creation and development of Canadian art, the W M C  has since 

taken a more passive role as philanthropi~'~ 

h retrospect, it is possible to sec that without the strong push of an organktion 

like the WAAC, the situation for wornen artists in Canada developed slowly afler the 

1930s. Many of the achievements of the Association and its members were forgotten and 

by the late 1960s women once again felt excluded anci discriminated against. This is not 

unlike what happened to the women's movement in general. After achieving the vote, 

'@%id., p. 158. Emily Carr, Prudence Heward, Bess Housser, Isabel McLaughlin, Mabel 
May, Lilias Torrance Newton, Sarah Robertson and Anne Savage were al1 members of the 
WAAC. 
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women's activities taper& off. Charlotte Whitton, vocal dliagist, voiced her fhstmtion 

at the apathy of Canadian women: in an article by Whitton in a 1946 issue of Saturday 

Night, she wrote, "[Tlhe women of Canada report a sorry stewardship to the surviving of 

those who purchased their electoral f ieed~rn." '~  

It seems impossible to study the creation and early activities of the WAAC 

without placing it within the construction of whaî is now commonly baown as fht-wave 

ferninim. Characterized specifically by the suffirage movement, this wave appears to 

have a denned life, nnishing soon after the achievement of the vote by Canadians. 

However, 1 believe this view of history is misleading, especially when looking at an 

organhtion like the Women's Art Association of Canada. The activities of this group 

did not stop at a certain moment. Rather, the focus shifted due to the perpetually 

changing environment in Canada The notion of a "fïrstl' and "second-wave" feminism, 

on the other han& suggests that there was a cIear break, generally accepted to begin in the 

1920s and ending in the 1960s, during which time women were inactive. Naomi Black in 

her examination of the beginnings of second-wave feminism in Canada, explained: "After 

enfranchisement, organized women were engaged in fewer concentrated campaigns, had 

less pubiicity and less success, but their activity never ~topped.'"~~ 

For women artists this constructed period of inactivity initidly seems accurate. 

'07~harlotte Whitton, "1s the Canadian Woman a Flop in Politics?" as reproduced in Cook and 
Mitchinson (eds), p. 328- 

'08~aomi Black, "The Canadian Wommts Movement: The Second Wave," in B m  Code and 
Dorney (eds), p. 154. 
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Nonetheless, women artis. were not inactive during these decades. Certainly, the 

pressure to stay at home continuai and caused some women to hesitate before taking on a 

profession like that of an artist. But perhaps it is more relevant to recognize that after the 

successes of rnembers of the WAAC, women artists were striving to be treated as equals 

to men in the established systems. Naomi Black explained that f?om the end of World 

War II mtil the 1960s, the situation for Canadian women seemed to be improving: "In 

prosperous postwar Canada, women seemed to be doing well in both economic and 

political tems;  their remahhg problems looked like temporary disadvantages." '" 
Women had proven themselves able to exhibit with and succeed alongside men artists. 

There no longer seemed the need for an alternative, separate space. However, the lack of 

documentation of the activities of WAAC and its rnembers, in addition to a timely case of 

amnesia, would vimially erase this history. 

The dominant text books of Canadian art, with their narrow patriarchal vision, 

have allowed the activities and achievements of the Women's Art Association to f d  into 

the shadows of Canadian art history. Without a know1edge of their history, contemporary 

women artists are doomed to repeat the struggles of theu ancestors. This amnesia has 

certainly caused a repetitive cycle in women artists' groups in Canada 

The WAAC was founded out of a need for women artists to improve their 

opportunities as artists in Canada. Frustration and isolation brought these women 

together and through their activities, wornen artists between the 1880s and the 1930s 



began to receive recognition and respect for their work. Nevertheless, made up of 

middle- and upperclass women, the WAAC dso rdected the class hierarchy of 

Canadian society in general. As a result, although their primary focus was on helping and 

promoting the work of women artists, in mauy cases these women felt more of a 

comection with other members of their class and culture than with other women, 

" Second-wave" feminism recyclecl many of these same expenences, including the 

discrimination and the isolation felt by women artists, as well as the limitations of 

inclusion within wornents groups. The importance of the history of WAAC in light of its 

view of women and of women artists, then, is necessary in order to understand the 

achievements and failures of women artists' groups in Canada A study of this history 

also highiights the amnesia of the Canadian art world regarding these early groups and 

reveals the consequent repetitious characteristics of " second-wave" groups. 



CHAPTER TWO 

AMNESIA VERSUS HISTORY 

The esorts of the members of women artists' organizations like the WAAC r a i d  

the statu of Canadian women artists during the nrst half of this century. The increase in 

the nimiber of acquisitions of works by Canadian women artists by public institutions like 

the National Gallery of Canada is indicative of womea's improved position. By 1910 the 

National Gallery had acquired only eleven works by Canadian wornen, but the decade 

starhg in 1910 witnessed a dramatic increase with the purchase of another 78 pieces. 

Between 1920 and 1960, however, acquisitions remained quite low, with the late-1940s 

being the exception.' From the 1960s on, the numbers rose slowly, climaxing in the 

1980s, dropping significantly since then (see Appendix A). 

By 1950 the women artists who made up the membership of the WAAC felt that 

there was no longer a need for such an organization to provide them with exhibition and 

'These numbers were obtained by a search performed by archivists at the National Gallery of 
Canada through the Canadian Heritage Information Network (C.H.1.N). AIthough the NGC as 
yet has not administered an examination of their collection of Canadian women artists, it is 
interesthg to note the similarities between these preliminary numbers of the NGC with the 
results of an intense study performed by the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool, England executed 
by Jane SelIars in 1988. In her analysis of the gallery's collection of works by women artists 
Sellars concludes that between 1900 and 1920 the gallery acquired a growing number of works 
by women and that the 1930s "were the kindest towards women artists," but that the 1940s 
represent another I d .  Sellârs shows that between 1960 and 1980 there was a steady increase in 
such acquisitions, but that between 1980 and 198 8 these acquisitions, "slump[ed'J so 
dishearteningly." Jane Sellars, Wumen !s Wurks: Paintings, Drdngs, Prints and Sculpture by 
Women Artists in the Permanent Collection. (Liverpool: National Museums and Galleries on 
Merseyside, 1988)) p. 15. It is aIso important to note the significant increase in acquisitions by 
the NGC between 1946 and 1950. Between 194 1 and 1945 the gallery acquired 12 works by 
Canadian women, whereas in the following five years it acquired 78 works. 
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training opportunities as they had succeeded in achieving access to the fomerly maie- 

dominate4 if not male-exclusive, national organizations. The large number of 

acquisitions of work by Canadian women by the National Gallery during the 1940s, some 

90 in number, may be an example of the kind of evidence which mggesteci to women a 

growing gender equality in the a .  world. Despite their conviction, the reaiity of the 

1950s and early 1960s indicaîes a revival of, or continuation of, sexual discrimination: 

women artists were once again limited to the margins of Canadian art history. The 

reaction of women artists during the late 1960s and early 1970s is a clear indication of 

their renewed feelings of isolation and discrimination. By this time however, the WAAC 

had become privatized and as such was out of touch with the Iarger art community in 

Canada, serving only a select group of older women artists.' 

Their dissatisfaction is reflected in part through women's re-establishment of 

separate spaces. Iris Marion Young has explained that this desire for a community was 

common among groups of women because it provided a supportive network which lay in 

opposition to the "alternative and individualism we fhd hegemonic in capitalist 

patriarchd so~iety."~ Part of both the growing women's fieration movement and a North 

Amencan artist movement towards alternative art spaces, these women artists ' groups 

ernerged in the fom of schools, galleries, clubs, magazines and collectives throughout the 

2~l l ison Thompson, "A Worthy Place in the Art of Our Country: The Women's Art 
Association of Canada, 18874987" (MA. Thesis. CarIeton University, 1989), p. 177. 

'kis Marion Young, "The Ideal of community and the politics of Diffaence," in Linda J. 
Nicholson (ed), FeminisndPosmodernkm (New York & London: Routledge, 1 WO), p. 300. 
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continent. In Canada, three different organizations formed. The first was Powerhouse 

Gallery, incorporated in Montrd in 1974, followed that same year by Women in Focus 

in Vancouver, and in 1977 by Womanspirit in London, Ontario. These three groups were 

by no means the only women artists' groups in the country, but because of their 

prominence and due to the2 range in geographic locations, I will concentrate on these 

three as case-studies of eqly "second-waveI1 spaces. These groups ofien reflected the 

radical feminist view of the time, celebrating women's ciifference fkom men. Segregation 

was viewed as a strategic way to protect this ciifference. By the miQ-1980s, however, 

some new groups that emerged were more in h e  with recent theoretical ideas of 

multiplicity and inclusion. 1 have chosen to look at the Women's Art Resource Centre in 

Toronto, founded in 1984, as an example of such a later p u p .  It has been selected for 

analysis because of its relative success with such goals and because of its national focus. 

Before looking specificdy at the situation for women artists in the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  however, 1 

first will present brief examinations of the "second-wave" women's movement in Canada, 

anci, aiso, look at the generaI counter-institutional movement of Canadian artists at the 

time. Women artists' spaces both influenceci and were influenced by these two 

movements. 

There is no question that women experienced many changes in Canadian society 

throughout the twentieth centwy, in particular in relation to their participation in the work 

force. As Lynne Teather has pointed out, however, many of the obstacles the sufbgists 

were fighting at the tum of the century remained in place for women by the 1960s. 

Furthemiore, the woments organizations that were still active were working locally in 



isolation nom one anotherO4 Although women's participation in the work force had 

increased drastically since the beginning of the century: the debate as to whether women, 

particularly mothers, should work outside the home still raged on and women's role as 

mothers continued to be seen as their primary fimction. Consequently, women who did 

work outside the home continued to be the prîmary domestic worker and so their 

workload doubld6 

Naomi Black has suggested that it is sensible to acknowledge 1960 as the 

beginning of tlsecond-wave" feminism as it was during this year that Canada saw the 

emergence of new women's organization~.~ On July 28, 1960, the Voice of Women 

formed "to unite women in concem for the fiiture of the world and to provide a means for 

women to exercise responsibility for the family of huma~kind."~ 1966 marks the year the 

'L. Teather, "The Ferninist Mosaic," in Gwen Matheson (ed). Wornen in the Canadian Mosaic 
(Toronto: Peter Martin Associates, 1976), p. 3 13. 

'Alice James states that in 1901 the female participation rate in the labour force for persons 
14 years of age and over was 16.1 %, whereas in 1967, this nurnber had grown to 33 -8%. Alice 
James, "Poverty: Canada's Legacy to Women," Wornen Unife! (Toronto: Canadian Women's 
Educational Press, 1972), p. 126. 

6~damson, B n s h  and McPhaiI, Ferninisi Organizing for Change (Toronto : Oxford 
University Press, 1988), p. 37. 

' ~h i s  is not to suggest that no national women's groups existed in 1960. In Feminist 
Organizing for Change the authors point out that in 1965 there were still few women's 
organizations including no women's bookstores and no women's studies courses. Adamson, 
Briskin and McPhail, p. 5. However, in Canadian Wornen: A History, the authors point out the 
importance of the activities of separate women's organizations for laying the basis for the 
resurgence of the women's movement in the 1960s. These incLuded the volunteer work of the 
women at the National Council of Women, the YWCA and the National Council of Jewish 
Women among others. Prentice et al., pp. 331-333. 

8Adarnson, Briskin and McPhail, p. 39. 
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Féderation des femmes du Québec was created, and in 1967 the Royal Commission on 

the Status of Women was establishdg The Commission's report came out in 1970, and 

in 1972 a national women's organkation, The National Action Committee on the Status 

of Women (NAC), was formed to ensure that the govemment implemented the report's 

recoxmnendations. 'O 

Initially these national organizations, not unlike their "first-wavet' predecessors, 

were made up predorninantIy of white, middle-class women. However other women 

were also forming groups. The Negro Womenfs Association, for example, had been 

active in Toronto and Montreal since the 1950s,11 and in 1973 it put together the first 

Conference of Black Women. This resulted seven years later in the Canadian Congress 

of Black Women. l2 In 1986 a group of women formed the National Organization of 

Immigrant and Visible Minority Women within which black women were an active 

force." Native women, also experiencing double discrimination, fomed organizations to 

fight for their nghts. In 1968, some Mohawk women formed Indian Rights for Indian 

Women and four years later, in 1972, informa1 gatherings of native women grew into the 

')Naorni Blaclq "The Canadian Women's Movement: The Second Wave," in Burt, Code & 
Domey (eds), Changing Pattern: Women in Canada 2nd ed. poronto: McClelIand & Stewart, 
1993), p. 155. 

"~rentice et al, p. 341. 

13~oga A. Gayle, "Black Women's Reality and Feminism: An Exploration of Race and Gender," 
in D. C h e  and V. Raoul (eds), Anatomy of Gender: Wornen's StmggZe for the Body (Ottawa: 
Carleton University Press, 199 1), p. 237. 
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Ontario Native Women's Association. Native women across the country formed similar 

associations h m  Nova Scotia to British Columbia!' As a South Asian Woman in 

Canada, Himani Bannerji has written about her experiences faced with double 

discn'mination. She stated that as a consequaice of these two identities, she is 

"segmented kto different social moments, d e  a victim of discrete deter~nbtions."~~ 

Because race and sex have been constnrcted as  separate identities, women of colour have 

had to make the impossible choice between aligning with other women or with other 

members of their race. 

The Canadian women's movement was influenced, as were the "first-wave" 

feminists, by the movement in the United States. A primary way in which women 

learned of the movement in the States was through p ~ t d  sources. In 1963 Betty 

Friedan's Ferninine Mystique was published and it had a significant impact upon the 

anglophone feminist co~nrnunity in Canada: "[allthough written fiom an Amerïcan 

perspective, the 'problem without a name' spoke to the experience of many Canadian 

women, and was the £k t  widely read liberal-feminist analysis of women's oppression." ' 
This Amencan influence continued into the 1970s with pivotal works such as Kate 

Millett's Sexual Politics (1 969) and Germaine Greer's Tlie Fmale Eunuch (1 970). l7 Both 

14Prentice et al, p. 397. 

"~imani Bmerji, Thinking Through: Essays on Ferniraisna, MarxlSrn and Anti-Racism 
(Toronto: The Women's Press, 19951, p. 48. 

'6~damson, B r i s h  and McPhail, p. 41. 

"~0th of these important feminist books were translated into French in 1971. Le Collectif 
Clio, L ' m o i r e  des femmes au Québec depuis quatre siècles (Montréal: Les Quinze, 1 982), pp. 



of these authors visited Montreal - Greer in 197 1 and Miiiett in 1973 . la 

Another way in which the movement in Canada was influencecl by that of the 

Americans was through the example of their establishment of the Commission on the 

Status of Women in December 1961. This Commission acted as a "catalyst which 

precipitated the demanci by women's rights groups for a similar commission in Canada"'g 

Lynne Teather in her andysis of the Canadian "second-wavet' feminist movement also 

pointed out that leaders of the movement initially met with members of the American 

National Organization of Women to discuss their strategies and actions? 

In addition, the North Arnerican women's movement was motivated by the peace 

movement and the Civil Rights movement. These movements onginated, for the most 

part, with the mobilization of university students fïrst in France, then in the United States 

and halIy in Canada Within this educated group, women were becoming a growing 

force. They began taking a more active part in these social movements, realizing that 

even "within the fiamework of these groups they were being e~ploited."~' Naorni Black 

explained the relationship among these movements: "[The women's movement] was part 

2%id., p. 3 15. Althgugh their discussion about what was being done by American women 
influenceci some of their activities back in Canada, Canadian women later concentrated more 
specifically on problems facing Canadian women. 

'l~inda Briskin, T h e  Womenk Movement: Where is it Going?" Our Generation. Vol. 10 no. 
3 (Fa11 1974), p. 24. 



of a student movement radicalized by racism and imperialism: women were to be 

liberated,' like minonties and colonial dependencies."* 

Despite their efforts, many women felt that their voices continued to be unheard in 

these socialist movements based within patriarchal structures and thus the need for a 

separate women's movement became obvious." Women of colour experienced 

heightened exclusion because they did not fit nicely into any movement. Trinh Minh-ha 

has explaineci this dilemma in her 1989 book, Woman. Native, ûther. 

... The same holds true for the choice many women of color feel obliged to make 
between ethuicity and womanhood: how can they? You never havdare one 
without the other. The idea of two illusorily separated identities, one ethnic, the 
other woman (or more precisely fernale), again, partakes in the Euro-American 
system of dualistic reasoning and its age-old divide-and-conquer tactics." 

Difference continued to act as a violent force which maintained the exclusion of these 

At this time, artists in North America started questioning the institutionalized role 

of the artist in society. Many artists began challenging the exclusionary practices of 

established art gaileries and the traditional isolated position of artists in North Amencan 

society. They sought out their own communities where they provided support for one 

"bell hooks describes how men dominated these movements, g k g  specific reference to the 
experiences ofblack wornen within the Civil Rights movement. She suggests that women leaders 
were not given the respect or mgnition that the men leaders received, and furthemore that black 
men activists fought to gain acceptance in American culture without questioning "the rightness of 
patriarchy." bell hooks, Ain? I a Woman: black women and feminism (Boston: South End Press, 
1981), pp. 4-5, and 177-178. 

*?ri& T.  Minh-ha, Wontan. Native, Other: Wriring Postcoloninlity and Feminism 
(Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1 gag), p. 104. 
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another and a space to experiment with new art forms and media Artists were not alone 

in their new ~Llective identity. Throughout North A.tnerica in the 1960s and 1970~~ co- 

ops, collectives and communes were common tools used by minor* and fnarginaiized 

g r o ~ p s . ~ ~  This counter-institutiona1 ideology was the motivating force behind many 

forms of grass-roots organizatiom in such fields as education, &y care, the environment, 

and law. A fundamental objective of these groqs was to give power and autonomy back 

to individuais. For artists, this translated into a gain of control over their own  aree ers.^^ 

In Canada, artist-nm centres emerged soon after their birth in the United States. 

Their formation arose out of a deep dissatisfaction with bo t .  public and private museums 

and galleries on behaLf of local artists. According to the artists hvolved, these 

institutions only paid attention to already estabfished, and therefore safe, artists. 

Participants believed that unlike established galleries, paralle1 g a k i e s ,  " [wereJ not 

interested in safety, any more than they [were] interested in compromising ideals for 

r n ~ n e y . " ~ ~  As Phi1 Patton explained in his essay on the nse of these new art groups, 

"alternative spaces were aimed at giving new or less estabfished artists a chance at 

recognition by critics and peers, if not by the buying Kay Larson reiterated this 

= ~ e e  John Case & Rosemary C. R Taylor, Co-ops, Communes und Collectives: Fxperiments 
in Social Change in the 1960s and 70s. (New York: Pantheon Books, 2979) for more information 
on this counter-institutiond ideology and organizations. 

26~iana Nemiroff, "Par-al-lel," PuruIleIogramme. Vol. 9, no. 1 (Fall 1983), p. 18. 

2 7 ~  Thurlow, "The Parallel Galleries: Portraits fiom the First & Second Generations," 
Artmagazine (Aug/Sept 1977), p. 7. 

28Phil Patton, "Roorns with a point of view," Art in America Vol. 65 (July/August 1977), p. 
80. 



description in her article "Rooms with a point of view": "[Alternative spaces] are not 

designed to mimic museums; their purpose is to thrive in the gap between what museums 

can afford (or are willing) to do for contemporary art, and what the artists ~ ~ e e d . " ~ ~  New 

media, such as performance art, site specific installations, and video art, being used by a 

growing number of artists, often codd not be exhibitecl in established galleries either 

because they did not conform to the traditional hierarchy of art forms, or because rnany 

spaces did not even have the equipment or facilities to accommodate the new media?O 

The fint alternative art group to receive funding nom the Canadian federal 

govemment was Vancouver's Intermedia in 1967. This grant, however, was not 

recognized as money for an artist-nm centre but for multimedia workshops. In 1969, the 

group 20/20 in London received the same kind of fûndi~~g.~' In 1973, however, the 

Cmadi.an govemment established the Local Initiatives Program which for the first time 

officidy provided money for artist-nin çpaces. Throughout the following years many 

groups received their start-up fùnds from this program. The first to receive such funding 

were A Space in Toronto and Véhicule in M011trea.I.~~ 

Despite these centres' intentions to be more inclusive and tolerant, both of new art 

fonns and of new perspectives, members soon started expressing h t r a t i o n  that certain 

2%y Larson, "Rooms with a point of view," RRTnews. Vol. 79, no. 8 (October 1977), p. 33. 

"Glenn Lewis, "The Value of Paraliel Galleries," ParalIeIogramme. Vol. 3, no. 2 (Febniary 
1978), p. 3. 

3 1 ~ i a n a  Nemiroff, "Par-al-Iel," p. 1 7. 



kinds of artists continued to be favoured. There were complaints, for example, that they 

were not offering equal exposure to women artists, gay artists and artists of different 

ethnic and racial backgrounds. As a result artists not served by these alternative centres 

f o d  their own organizations where, as marpinaiized groups, they could find support as 

artists?' 

One such group, of course, was women artists. Womenfs art exhibitions and 

wornen-only g a U q  spaces were forming in the United States by 1970. The need for 

validation of art by women was the catalyst for the creation of the American group 

Women Artists in Revolution (W.A.R.) in l969? Other women-only activities in the 

American art world included artist collectives Iike A.I.R. (initidy standing for Artist-in- 

residence) (1972), school programs like the Feminist Art Program at Fresno State College 

(1970), the Women's Interart Center (1970) and Women Students and Artists for Black 

Art Liberation, projects like Womanhouse (1972), as well as feminist art publications like 

the FeminLrt Arî Jounial(1 972).35 

example of an organization that formed in Iight of this discrimination is ChromaZone. 
Created in 1981, this group was founded by women, gays, Jews and recent immigrants. The 
members positioned themselves in opposition to established artist-nui centres, pIanning to exist 
as a short t m  project, "guided by the fear that lasting too long invited an inevitable creeping 
stagnation and ossification." Its members clearly not part of the "heterosexual WASP 
maimiream of Toronto's art world," ChromaZone's cards and street signs were in English and 
Chinese, "acknowledging the rapidly changing demograghics of the traditionally Jewish and 
bohemian Spadina Avenue neighbourhood." Andy Fabo, "The Way of the Maverick: Artist 
collectives in Toronto since 1980," Parallelograrnme. Vol. 20, no. 2 (Fall 1994), p. 30. 

%andy Naime, "The Institutionaikation of Dissent", in Greenberg, Ferguson and Nairne 
(eds), Thinking about Exhibitions (London & New York Rouledge, 1996), p. 390. 

'%lia Gouma-Peterson and Patricia Mathews, "The Frminist Critique of Art History," The 
Art  Bulletin. Vol. 69, no. 3 (Septernber l987), pp. 329-330. 



One of the main objectives of these organizations was to £?ee wornen artists nom 

their isolation. By 1974 p u p s  like the Women's Art Group and the Women's Workshop 

of the A.rtistst Union were strong forces in the United States? There is little doubt that 

groups like these and the strong feminist art emerging £kom the States had an inspirational 

influence on the women's art movement in Canada 

In 1976 in Canada, parallel galleries across the country joined together to form the 

Association of National Non-Profit Artist Centres (ANNPAC) to act as a network 

through which the different organizattions could communicate, In 1982 ANNPAC 

undertook a study on the status of women in the arts in Canada. The results of this study 

indicated "that women artists are under-represented in al1 areas of public and publicly- 

aclaowledged creative ~ndertakings."~' In a papa presented to ANNPAC's general 

meeting in May 1983, Yvonne Klein concluded that although the arts traditiondy claim 

to work outside the structure of the dominant culture in Canada, "[they] in fact replicate 

the situation of women in that s~c i e ty . "~~  At the end of her papa Klein put forward this 

proposai: 

Every effort should be made to avoid a tokenizing or ghettoizing response: the 
cal1 is not for "wornen's month" or a "woman's show", or a single wornan 
representative of a board. Rather what is required is that those involved in the 
management of member-spaces have a consciousness of the particular situation of 

'6Parker & Pollock (eds), Framing Feminism (London & New York: Pandora, 1 987), pp. 1 6- 

"~vome Klein, "A Position Paper in Support of a Sexual-Equality Clause in 
ANNPAC/RACA1s Membership Criteria," Padelogramme. Vol. 8, no. 5 (Ju.e/July/Aug 1983), 
pp. 20-21. 



the woman artist and a comrnitment to seeking out women as exhibitors, 
including those of distinctly feminist vision3g 

The late date of this study, however, did not help the situation of women in alternative 

centres in the 1970s. 

Combined with the inspiring influence of American examples and the celebratory 

energy of women's pride during this period, the formation of several women-only groups 

in Canada during the intervening years is further evidence of their dissatisfaction and 

fnistration. Members of these new centres felt that wornen in the art world needed a 

roorn of the5 own. As women artists, they ofien felt like "the othertf within "the other." 

Michelle Wolstencraft, a photographer and art critic in Vancouver, explained: 

The basic need for a women's alternative centre arises fiom the view that women 
are a colonized people ... Women's art spaces provide a forum for the 
experimentation and development of art that expresses the total range of women's 
experiences, and most specifically ferninist art. They validate women's 
experiences in the world by exhibiting art work reflective of it." 

The result was the emergence of several separate spaces for women artists. 

For the most part these women's spaces followed the same counter-institutional 

ideology of the other parallel galleries. In particular, the non-hieruchicai structure of 

parallel gallenes was very much in line with the overall feminist philosophy at the t h e .  

%ichelle Wolstencraft, in Michelle Nickel, "Some Perspectives on Women's Alternative 
Art Centres," Parallelogramme. Vol. 7, no. 5 (June/JuIy L982), p. 10. The comparison of 
womenfs oppression to that of "colonized peoplen is one that has since been criticized by post- 
colonial theorists (see for example, bel1 hooks, Ain 't 1 a Womm: black women and feminism, p. 
8). 1 agree with post-colonial theorists who çuggest that this comparison takes agency away 
from colonized groups and who explain that the comparison is not even accurate. However, it 
was a tool used by many feminists in this time period and presents one of the ways in which 
women at the tirne felt about the discrimination they experienced. 
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As Linda Briskin explained, " Women were determineci to create new ways of behaving 

politically. They were disinterestecl in the power structure in men's groups which led to 

both a denial of the 'personal,' and to the creation of god-like leaders. In reaction the 

women opted fïrstly for a philosophy of anti-elitism, anti-~eadership."~' This philosophy 

is apparent in wornen artists' groups in Canada. For example, Nell Tenhaaf. one of the 

founding meabers of Powerhouse, later explaineci that the group decideci to create a 

women-only art group %because consciousness-raising in a group context was the feminist 

sociopolitical model, and a proven strategy for fomuiating and possibly 6nding m e r s  

to fiindamental  question^."^^ These women artists' gmups, then, although primarily 

interested in women's art careers, could be separateci neither fiom the overail political 

women's movement, nor the counter-institutional philosophy of alternative galleries. 

In doing this research on "second-wave" women art groups, it quickly became 

apparent that few written histories are publicly available? As a result, the following 

information has been pulled together fkom archival material of the respective 

organizations but by no means represents a complete history of each group. My primary 

interest in these spaces is not to provide a detailed history of their yearly activities and 

developments, but rather to present a cartography of their origins. The motivation 

experienced by the women who founded the spaces and the seMces they felt were 

4 ' ~ r i s k i n ,  1974, p. 25. 

4 ~ e l l  Tenhaaf, "A Astory or a Way of i(nowing," Mairiart. Vol. 4, no. 1 (1993), p. 6. 

"set above, pp. 5-7. 
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lacking for women will provide clues in understanding the need for women-only spaces, 

their progression and, possibly, their fbre  demise. 

The &t women-only art space to arise during the alternative art centre movement 

in Canada was Powerhouse Galiery in Montreal in 1973." Powerhouse Gallery evolved 

k m  a collective art store, The Flaming Apron, formed in the early-1970s by a group of 

eight women artists. This group met to discuss ways to balance their responsibility to 

their art and their families and to develop strategies to overcome the lack of studio space, 

credibiiity, and exhibition opportunities for women artist~.~' The wornen were fiush.ated 

by the Canadian art world's continual discrimination towards women artists, and set up 

this gallery space as a cooperative to "offer exhibition space to women whose work was 

considered a poor commercial nsk by established galle rie^."^^ 

Demonstratùig some radical feminist philosophies in their promotional flyers ,'" 

The Flaming Apron wanted to display the beauty of art made by women: "The Flaming 

Apron exists to show and tell this woman's work - conceived and nin by women who 

believe there exists a speziai value in work done by women because it is done by 

- - - -- 

*~owerhouse Gallery changed its name to La CentraIe in 1990. 

4 6 ~ ~ ~ ,  ParaZZeIogramme Reirospective 1976- 77. (Montreal: ANNf AC, 1 977), p. 5 8. 

47~on;ime Code defines radical feminists as femuiists who, "contend that the oppression of 
women by men is the root cause of all oppressions (radical = at the root)." (L. Code, "Feminist 
Theory," in Burf Code & Dorney (eds), Chunging Patterns: Women in Canada, p. 41) 



~ o m e n . ' ~ ~  By selling Merent kinds of art, they hoped to display work done by 

professional women artists alongside "traditionai" art by women done "quietly at home." 

In addition to uncovering this hidden art, the members also wanted to provide these 

women with a source of income of their own. The Flaming Apron hoped to improve 

women's access to the Canadian art world and simultaneously take part in the 

consciousness-raising groups of the women's movement: "From the very beginning we 

have imagîned [The Flaming Apron] as  a modest but dehite step toward the M e r  

liberation of ~ o r n e n . " ~ ~  

Powerhouse was incorporated as a galiery in 1974, receiving a $15,000 Local 

Initiatives Program grant; it was the f h f  women-only centre to receive such a grant. 

From this money the founders were able to hire three ~taffmernbers.~~ The gallery was 

initially situated on Greene Avenue in Montreai, but soon moved to St. Dominique Street 

which also provided the group temporarily with a studio downstairs to be used for 

 performance^.^^ Originally, men artists were included in exhibitions but membership was 

exclusively female. The members attempted to provide a space where women, while not 

denying their gender, could do away with the pre-existing assurnptions and stereotypes 

4 ~ e  Flaming Apron's publications espoused a belief that there exists a difference between 
art by women and art by men and that art by women reflects the innate beauty inherent only in 
women. The Haming Apron flyer, 1973. Canadian Women's Movement Archives CoIlection, 
University of Ottawa. 

"ANNPAc, 1977, p. 58. The performance space was soon closed down by the fire 
department. 



associateci with femaie artists? 

Throughout the 1970s, the gailery consisted of two exhibition spaces. The large 

galiery was used for exhibitions chosen by active members, while the smaiier space was 

used primarily for experirnenting with new ideas and media The artist had the fieedom 

to do what she wanted with the space and in retuni received feedback fiom the members 

and the audience. Before long it bewme clear that a documentation area was needed in 

order to fulnll the gallery's mandate to provide information to the public on contemporary 

art and to document the work of Canadian women artists. Thus in the 1978-79 season of 

the gaiiery, a documentation centre was installed, consisting of a resource centre and a 

slide registry. At the beginning of its life, Powerhouse also put out a newsletter five 

times a year. This helped establish a larger community and could reach women who 

could not fiequent the gallery reg~larly?~ . 
Initially Powerhouse was a predominantly anglophone group. In her look at 

feminism and art in Quebec since the 1960s, Rose Marie Arbour described Powerhouse 

Gallery as being the centre of activity for anglophone women artists in Montreal." 

Attempting to understand the unilingual dimension of Powerhouse, one member 

explained that it was diffcult for French-speaking women to be cornfortable in a group 

that was based on a different culture. She fûrther said, "French women, at this point, are 

53Powerhouse. Montreal: Powerhouse Gallery, 1979. 

54Rose Marie Arbour, "Art et féminisme," in Musée d'art contemporain, Art et féminisme 
(Montréal: Ministère des Maires cultureIles, l98S), p. 5. 



concerned with nationalisn."" This statement suggests, not only a gap between the two 

cultures, but also a perception among English-speaking women that Québécois wornen 

could not be part of both the women's ruovement and the separatist movernent in 

Quebec? The split between the EngIish and French cultures in Montreal has been a 

continual stmggle for Powerhouse Gallery, but by the late 1980s, the membership of 

Powerhouse had transford into a predominantly hcophone group. The decision to 

change the name in 1990 to La Centrale reflects this move~nent.~' 

Vancouver had a particularly strong artist-run movement in the 1960s and 1970s, 

with a particular focus on new media and technologies. Intermedia catered to 

collaborative art practices and to artists working in different media and technologies, 

Video Inn concentrated solely on video art, and the Western Front offered a space to a 

wider variety of artistic  discipline^.^^ IIlitiaiiy named Reelfeelings Wornen's Collective in 

1973, Women in Focus was officially established in 1974. Its objective waç to serve 

" ~ a t  Leslie, "Powerhouse Art Gallery celebrating îhird birthday," B e  Other Womnn. Vol. 4, 
no. 3 (1976), p. 3. 

"In her article, "A History, or a Way of Knowing," Powerhouse member Ne11 Tenhaaf states, 
"Conditions at Galerie Powerhouse were further wmplicated by its roots in anglophone North- 
Arnerican feminist ideals within the context of a majority hcophone culture engaged in its 
own cornplex identity issues." Ne11 Tenhaaf, "A History, or a Way of Knowing," p. 8 1. 

"~here is not the space in this essay to analyze this aspect of Powerhouse Galleryffi 
Centrale, but it is an important part of the organization's history that has yet to be examined. 
Within this essay, it is important because it demonstrates the exclusions that are made even 
within an organization that intended to serve al1 women artists. 

%tan Douglas, (ed), Vancouver Anthology: The Institutional Politics of Art (Vancouver 
Talonbooks, 1991), pp. 27-29. 



women working in v i d a  and nIm, acting as a production and distribution centre.s9 

Women in Focus rnembers felt that women working specifically in this medium 

needed an alternative centre to serve them in particular: "Because so few women do gain 

recognition the collective believes it is essential to expand our distribution library with 

the works of other feminst artists, thus increasing their exposure as women producers, 

and at the same time pmviding an alternative to what the public is currently aware of."" 

Members believed that traditional images of women had in fact replaced women with a 

fabrication, one ofien created by "a male-defined society" and tainted with violence: 

"[TJhe iconography of representation, the use of myth and symbols, has in fact removed 

her very face? Women in Focus established itself immediately as a consciously 

feminist organization: "me are using the word "feminst" to explore what it is to be 

female, not male; other than, différent nom the way in which we have been represented 

and imaged by m e d g  In reaction to these male-created stereotypes, participants of 

"AS I was unable to visit the archives of Wornen in Focus in Vancouver, the information 1 
have gathered stems largely from newspaper and magazine articles and a few brochures that 1 
found in the archives of other groups. Of al1 four "second-wave" groups that 1 am including in 
this chapter, it was most diacult to h d  information on Women in Focus due to a Iack of printed 
material. It is difficult to determine whether this lack is due to the geographic distance between 
Montreal and Vancouver or whether it is because there has ken little material published by and 
about Women in Focus. 

6 0 ~ ~ ~ ,  Retrospective Parallelogamme 3: Spaces By Artkts (Toronto: ANNPAC, 
1979), p. 343. 

61Gillean Chase as quoted in Sheila Munro, "Women in Focus,"CnMdian Fomm (January 
1984), p. 30. 

%illean Chase, "Introduction," Women in Fonû: Video and Film Catalogue (Vancouver: 
Ultra Litho, 1984). 
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Women in Focus were dedicated to the presentation of images produced, directed, and 

created by women on women. 

in its 1978-79 season, the organiiration began sponsoring the Vancouver Women's 

Video and Film Festival and subsequently opened the Wornen's Art Gallery. Arguing 

that "most, if not dl, arf galleria do not consider much of women's art as art," Women in 

Focus opened a space where "women-denned art" could be shown under the control of 

women artistd3 The members of this Gallery took a strong feminist stand on the art that 

should be exhibited there, outlinhg that the mataial %e non-sexist and not contrary to 

feminist theory". Aiso they specifically stated that, if included in their work, men should 

"be portrayecl in a non-traditional, non-oppressive way or appear as  part of a feminist 

political statement. "" 

Activities at Women in Focus over its life-the included the production and 

distribution primarily of feminist videotapes and film, the documentation of feminist 

events in the Vancouver community through video and photography, workshops on 

women's issues, and a gallery.65 The films listed in their production and distribution 

catalogues included work focussed on women artists but also those produced by women 

artists dealing with issues of Canadian feminism, like the &age movement and 

lesbianism in Canada, to lives of Canadian women, like traditional Canadian foik and 

"lbid., p. 346. 

65"~omen in Focus," promotional flyer. Womanspirit archives, D.B. Weldon Library, 
University of Western Ontario, London. 



blues singers." 

One of the main concentrations of this organization was on media images of 

women and how these images perpetuate, not only stereotypes of women, but also 

violence against women. Video work by mernbers iike artist Marion Barhg helped to 

expose "the prevalence of violence towards women in our so-called liberated world?' 

The existence of Women in Focus enabled such work to be produced and distributeci. In 

her work Barling proposes the need for a "feminist media aesthetic," which wodd 

address the works and prionties of women artists. In order for such an aesthetic to exist, 

however, Barling recognized that women had to leam the technology. Here again 

Women in Focus was able to accommodate this need. 

Women in Focus died in 1996 due predorninantly to lack of funding." Many 

women artists believe that women now have access to, as weU as the technical knowledge 

to participate in, other organizations, like Western Front in Vancouver, where they can 

experiment with and show their video work. However, the discriminatory structures still 

remah. Until there is a shift in the writing and understanding of Canadian art history, 

discrimination against women artists will always existd9 The documentation of 

wonzen in Focus: Production and Distribution Cotalogire (Vancouver: Women in Focus, 
1977). 

67Gi~lcan Chase, "htroduction," Women in Focus: Vîdeo and Film Catalogue 

68~nf~nnation received fiom the archivist at the Women in Focus archives at the University of 
British Columbia Library, Special Collections. 

6 9 ~ s  Linda Alcoff points out in her essay, "Feminist Theory and Social Science: New 
knowledges, new epistemologies," feminist theory and theones of sema1 difference are 
inescapably located within a greater discipline dominated by patriarchal ideologies. Similarly, 



organizations like Women in Focus, then, is fiindamental in order that Canada remember 

its activities and not again experience amnesia as it did towards t'fïxst-wave" women 

artists' groups. Perhaps Vancouver will yet again see the creation of such groups in 

another few decades and the howledge of this history will help avoid repetition and 

provide strategic strength. 

S d a r  to the other gmups, Womanspirit in London, Ontario starteci as a 

consciousness-raising group of women artists. The core group of women started meeting 

in 1977 at Sasha McInnes-Haymanls studio to discuss issues regarding the status of 

women artists in Canada.70 Incorporated in 1978 as the Womanspirit Art Research and 

Resource Centre, the group suffered f?om financial instability for the next several years. 

The organization was supported predominantly by women artists and art supporters in the 

London region, largely fkom the University of Western Ontario community. 

Initialiy Womanspirit focussed on two main issues. One was to establish a history 

of Canadian women artists and the other was to document contemporary artists to ensure 

that the current history not be lost. McInnes-Hayman, director of the space until 1983, 

"saw the importance of encouraging women artists to share their experiences with one 

another and of making the creations of women, both historical and contemporary more 

the production of art by women in Canada is trapped within a patriarchd context The 
fiamework and the assumptions within m u t  change in order for women artist to gain equality. 
Linda Alcoff, "Ferninist Theory and Social Science: New laiowledges, new epistemologies," in 
Nancy Duncan (ed), BodySpace (London & New York: Routledge, 1994), pp. 13-27. 

7 0 n ~  Brief History of Womanspirit," Womanspirit archives, D.B. Weldon Library, University 
of Western Ontario, London, Ontario 



acce~sible."~' As a weaver, Mches-Hayman had exhibited across Canada and had 

co~ections with 0th- women artists throughout the country. She started the centre's 

activities by conducting m e y s  with women artists asking questions regardhg their 

experiences, and requesting slides to include in Womanspirit's documentation centre. 

The response was one of generous support? McInnes-Hayman subsequently compiled a 

sumrmry of the responses h m  over 300 surveys conducted with women artists across 

the comtry." The slide registry reached 4,000 slides of works by Canadian women 

artists throughout h i s t o ~ y . ~ ~  

Canadian art historian Kalene Nix organized a history of wornen artists in Canada 

h m  1900 to 1945 and p l m e d  an exhibition of work by these artists to be held at the 

London Regional Art Gallery in 1983. Although the research was completed, the show 

was never mounted. Other special projectç included the Native Women's Project in 1980 

which sent out questionnaires to Native women artists in an attempt to include their needs 

within the organization, however, the archives now only contain six responses to this 

questi~nnaire.~~ In the early 1980s, members undertook a study of Canadian Women 

7'Janet Rogers, " Where the Spint of Women is Gathered," Scrapbook, Womanspint archives, 
D. B. Weldon Library, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario. 

%terview with Nancy Kendall, original Board Member of Womanspirif June 3, 1997, 
London, Ontario. 

'%asha McInnes-Hayman, "Contemporary Canadian womm artists: a survey," 1980. 

74After Womanspirit's demise, the slides were transfmd to the Visual Arts Slide Library at 
the University of Western Ontario. 

7511 Research on Native womm artists: preliminary report," file, Womanspirit archives, D.B. 
Weldon Library, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, 



Photographers h m  1841 to 1941 which resulted in an exhibition at the London Regional 

Art Gallery? 

Despite the success of the resource centre, Mches-Hayman continued to be told 

by women artists that what they really needed was a space to show their work. In 1980, 

then, Womanspirit received some firnding and opened a gallery space. The following 

year members began producing a journal entitled Spirale: A Wornan 's Art & Culture 

QuarterZy. Reaching women artists across the country, this journal announced events and 

exhibitions, included essays on historical and contemporary artists and r a i d  issues about 

women artistsf status in Canada. 

One of the main emphases of Womaflspirit, undoubtedly motivated by the 

interests of McInnes-Hayman, was in documenting the discrimination against women 

artists in Canadian art institution and in countering this discriminatory practices by 

documenting a different history, that of Canadian women artists. McInnes-Hayman, on 

behalf of Womanspirit, produced severai studies which exposed the under-representation 

of women in organizatiom like the Ontario Arts Council as well as in the main Canadian 

art history texts used at universities.'" A signincant accomplishment on behalf of the 

members of Womanspirit was an intense mcovering of Canadian women artists working 

76"~istory of ûrganization,I1 Womanspirit archives, D. B. Weldon Library, London, Ontario. 
The catalogue for this show is Lam Jones, Rediscovery: Canadian Women Phatographers, 
1841-1 941 (London: Loridon Regional Art Gallery, 1983). 

%asha McInnes-Hayman with Kalene Nix and Julie Guard, "Women and the Ontario Arts 
Council: A Study," Spirale (Autumn 198 l), pp. 19-23; Sasha McInnes-Hayman, 
"Representation of female and male artists in Canadian art history texts used in the Visual Arts 
Department, University of Western Ontario, 1980- 198 1: a report," unpublished. Womanspirit 
archives, D.B. Weldon Ll'brary, University of Western Ontario, London. 



prior to 1930. Hunting through archives throughout the country, members were able to 

compile a Iist of close to 600 women, with full biographical information on 100, but only 

able to h d  partial or minimal information on the others?' Discoverhg the diffculty in 

locating materiai on historical Canadian women artists, organizers of Womanspirit placed 

renewed emphasis on documenting contemporary artists to ensure that history did not 

repeat itself. 

The main problerns Womanspuit faced, in the end causing its closure in 1986, 

seemed to lie with hanciai strains, resulting in internal conflict. After an initial 

powerful start due to the energy of the founding members, a second generation of 

younger artists entered and felt excluded nom the tight group of older women who had 

formed the organization. According to Nancy Kendall, one of the original Board 

members, this handing over fiom one generation to another was extremely painful ad, in 

her opinion, typical of feminist organization, ending with the loss and resentment of the 

older generation and consequently, the loss of history. Kendall believes that the closing 

of Womanspirit did not reflect a lack of interest or a lack of activities by the group. It 

was due, she insists, entirely to h d i n g  cuts and internal conflicts." 

This problem of exclusion reflects a trend w i t b  the North Amexican women's 

78~ogers, "Where the Spirit of Women is Gathered." 

'%tewiew with Nancy Kendall, June 3, 1977, London, Ontario. To Kendall, the relation 
between internai confiicts and financial problems is not coincidentd. It is possible that, although 
not causing the problems, funding cuts heighten intemal conflicts by e g  the space and &LE 
allowed to orgganizatiotions like Womafl~pirit. Without the space and M n e e d e d  to share the 
knowledge and train younger and iaterested women, the possibility for suntival and continued 
interest decreases. 
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movement. M e r  its initial impact, the women's movement was criticized for its 

essentialism. This belief in a tnie essence of woman was appealing because it provided 

women with an identity of their own, one that existed outside the patriarchai ordersO 

Many feminists clung to this view of woman because it suggested the possibility of, 

perhaps even a natural intuition towards, a solidarity among women. It crossed over d l  

differences among women and united them under the experience of shared oppression. 

This "sisterhood" was believed to be the only way to create a unified and effective 

movement. Linda Briskin has suggested that this solidarity was so desired that it blinded 

members to its obvious discriminations: 

Sisterhood implied that women had varying problems, but a basic commonality of 
experience which united them in practicai stmggle. Energy was expended in 
main-g the delusion. Lack of understanding of the limitations of this 
perspective made women look for the failure of their strategy elsewhere. In fact, 
this sisterhood was a rnyth? 

Essentialist tendencies appeared in the work of women artists through the glorification of 

women's biology, through representations of her body. In Canada wornen artists using 

this h d  of imagery included Lisa Steele, Joyce Wieland and Gathie Falk. This 

"essentialist" position enabled women "to give meanings of their own to themselves and 

their ~u l tu re . "~  NevertheIess, it reinforced the notion of a universal expenence of 

woman. It soon became clear that this unity, this "shared oppression," simply re- 

8%iana Fus,  Essentiall'y Speaking (New York: Routledge, l989), p. 2. 

82~ozsika Parker & Griselda Pollock, OZd Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1981), p. 136. 
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established the dominance of white, heterosexual, middle-class experience." For women 

artists' spaces this new awareness of a hierarchy of oppression withllz wornen groups left 

two options: either they would have to begin to address these problems and make 

conscious attempts to include wornen with different backgrounds and experiences, or fail 

to meet their mandates. 

beii hooks has pointed out that the fdure of the women's movement to end sexist 

oppression is based on white women's reluctance to relinquish their "hegemonic 

dominance."" Despite the fact that these groups may have reached out to women of 

different classes, cultures and races, the p u p s  were formed by white, middle-class 

women and consequently, the issues they addressecl reflected the experiences of those 

women. Although many participants of "second-wave" groups have distanced 

themselves nom the activities of t'bt-wavetl feminism because of its racist philosophies, 

hooks has shown that this desire to maintain racial superiority rernained a central tool 

during l1 second-wave" feminism. 

While women's groups faced these intemal problems, women artists continued to 

be discriminated against in Canada weil into the 1980s. That a group of women artists in 

Toronto was motivated to create the Wornents Art Resource Centre in 1984 demonstrates 

that even by this late date (twenty years after the accepted emergence of "second-wave 

feminism") women artists still felt that their needs were not being met. The founders 

83~arker and Pollock, Framing FeminLFm, p. 64. 

%11 hooks, Feminist Theory:fiom margin to center (Boston: South End Press, 1984), p. 53. 
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were inspirecl by the publication of StiZZ Ain l Satisfzed! Canadian Feminism Today by the 

Toronto Women's Press, which includes an essay on art and feminisrn in Canada8* The 

organization was initially h d e d  through a Canada Council Explorations h t .  

Intendeci to fund research to determine the need for a women's art resource, members 

Ulstead quickly took that money to create the centre." The mandate behind this 

organization, then, is slightly ciiffirent h m  the previously mentioned groups, in that it 

h;ts focussed on the need for a documentation centre for Canadian women artists. An 

important firnction of this centre is to provide research and records about the activities 

and work of women artists, not only to artists but to the Canadian public, thus supplying a 

much needed educational tool. Another objective of the centre is to evaluate the status of 

women artists in Canada 

One of W A X ' S  vital contributions to the history of women artists is the 

publication of the quarterly magazine Mutrzart. Begun in 1990, Mahiart is the only 

contemporary national periodical dedicated solely to the work of women artists. Articles 

in Matriart range fkom profiles of individual d s t s  and exhibitions to current events to 

the status of women in the arts in Canada. In a further a-pt to respond proactively to 

the evolving needs of Canadian women artists, in 1992 it created The WalZs of WARC 

which serves as a small exhibition space. Usually exhibiting one work at a t h e ,  this 

"~aphne Read, "But is it Feminist Art?" in Fitzgerald, Guberman & Wolfe (eds), Still Ain't 
SatLrfid! Canadian Feminirm To&y (Toronto: The Women's Press, 1982), pp. 287-299. 

86~onversation with Lhda Abrahams of the Women's Art Resource Centre, Febnrary 4,1997. 
The Canada Council's Annual Report for 1985-86 is the nrst report to record fûnding for a 
"Wornen's Information Centre." It was granted $10,000. The Canada Council29th Annual 
Report Supplentent (Ottawa: Canada Council, l987), p. 73. 
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space has exhibited both one-woman installations, varying in media h m  fibres to video, 

and collaborative work, including the QuiZt Project of 1994 in which women from across 

Canada participatecl. 

The Women's Art Resource Centre has taken several steps to try to overcome the 

white, middle-class nature of so many of the separate women's groups. It has made a 

conscious effort to inciude women of different backgrounds. Consequently, its 

membership now includes women of different ages, of different cultures, and working 

with a range of media and techniques. Issues of Mahiart have covered a varieîy of 

issues, trying to touch on the many different perspectives of Canadian women artists. 

Subject issues include such topics as, "Lesbia. Artists," "Women Artists of the First 

Nations," " Women, Art and Age," "Body/Self Image," " Women and Technology," and 

"ArtlCxaft Hierarchy."" 

In addition, WARC is unique in that its mandate is to serve women artists across 

the country. In fact, this national interest is an important aspect of the organization, at 

once separahg it from its contemporary groups and linking it to the early activities of the 

Women's Art Association of Canada. WARC differentiates itself fiom this earlier group, 

however, because it fosters a feminst politics which it does not recognize in the WAAC's 

activities. With its national scope and with its aclmowledgement of women's differences, 

""~esbian Artists,' Mafiart Vol. 1, no. 2, 1990; "Women Artists of the First Nations," 
Matriart Vol. 2, no. 1, 199 1; "Women Against Violence," Matnart Vol. 2, no. 2, 199 1; 
" Women, Art and Age," Matnart Vol. 2., no. 4, 1992; "Body/Self Image," Matriart Vol. 3, no. 
3, 1993; "Women and Technoiogy," Mainart Vol. 4, no. 3,1994; "MCraft Hierârchy," 
Matriari Vol. 4, no. 4, 1994. 



the Women's Art Resource Centre is trying to provide a place where women artists of all 

backgrounds can corne together to share and to grow as a United, but diverse, group. The 

success of WARC's efforts would appear to be demoIlSfrated not only by its continued 

existence and indeed growth, membership now exceeding 3,000, but also by the positive 

reaction and support of so many Canadian women artists for its efforts. Shirley Bear, a 

prominent native women &st and a member of WARC, feels that WARCs activities are 

important for women artists because it has provided a place of refuge for them: "1 find it a 

safe-art-house for me."88 

One of WARC's most influentid contributions to the Canadian art world thus far 

has been its studies of the status of women artists in Canada. By examining the large 

public art collections in cities throughout Canada, its members have produced numerous 

studies published in Matriart, showing t h e  and again the under-representation of women 

artists in Canadian art wilections (see Appendix B).*' The motivation behind these 

siudies was, in part, to determine whether the general public's perception, that women 

artists had achieved equd representation in both public and commercial galleries, was 

accurate. However, the results of their studies clearly show that women artists in Canada 

continue to be shockingly under-represented and therefore that the need for altemative 

*'~hù.ley Bear, "Closing Statements," îîze Status of Wmen in the Arts. Vidco. WARC, 1994. 

""~tatistics on the National Gallery of Canada," Matriart (Vol. 5, no. 1, 1994), pp. 6-14; 
"Statistics on the Vancouver Art Gallery," Mafriart (Vol. 5, no. 2, 1995), pp. 26-3 1 ; "S tatistics 
on the Art Gallery of Ontario," Matriart (Vol. 5, no. 3,1993, pp. 24-26; " Statistics on the 
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts," Matriari (Vol. 5, no. 4, 1999, pp. 16- 19; " Statistics on the 
Beaverbrook Art Gallery," Mafnurt (Vol. 6, no. 2, 1996), pp. 18- 19. WARC's study of the 
National Gallery of Canada is reproduced m Appendix B. 



spaces has not disappeared? 

As recentiy as 1989 Dawn Dale, an artist in Aylmer, Quebec, describecl her 

conflicts and ~ i r a t i o n s  in trying to balance her responsibilities as a mother and as an 

da Despite the progress made for wornen in Canada, this centuriesold problem 

continues to plague her and r d t s  in her isolation: 

M y  duties as primary care-giver to our child and responsibilities for the major 
domestic chores ensure my basic subsistence for the moment. But traditional 
roles are an uneasy reality in the economics of this household considering that 
d s t s  can rarely make a living wage and domestic workers are, al i  too often, not 
taken seriously as artists. Until recentiy, 1 had a great sense of isolation..? 

At the end of her discussion, Dale expressed renewed hope based on the fact that her 

community was starting a women artists' group. She saw a possible end to her isolation 

not ody as an artist but as a feminist through working with other women artists. 

The women involved in these "second-wave" artist groups demonstrate continued 

feelings of isolation and discrimination. UUnle the "first-wave" groups, however, those 

since the 1970s often aligned themselves consciously and closely to the politics of the 

women's liberation movement. In addition to providing a space in which women artists 

cm work and exhibit, members of these later groups also recognized the importance of 

documenting the work and activities of women artists and, thcs, in most cases established 

a documentation centre. Although women of the WAAC have provided us with historical 

?Linda Abrahams, "Who Co- and Who's Counting?" Matriart. Vol. 5 no. 1 (1994), pp. 6- 
18. 

' ' ~ a w n  Dale, "Personal Choices, niblic Spaces," Locations: Feminirm, Art, Racirm, Religion 
(Toronto: WARC, 1989), p. 21. 
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information through talks and essays printed in both their annual reports and in the 

National Coimcil of Women's Yearbooh, their main concern was not ensliring that their 

members' activities be recorded in Canadian art history. In fact, much of the very early 

information about the creation of WAAC is lost because meetings were informai and 

mecordedg2 "Second-wavel' groups often focussed on this aspect of their organization, 

offering educational tools both to artists and the general Canadian public regarding the 

history of women artists. 

Now, over twenty years later, statistics show that women continue to be under- 

represented in Canadian art collections, and their histories are still largely unknown. 

Although the women artists' groups of the "second-wave" have once again raised 

Canadians' awareness of women aaists, the risk of losing this knowledge is real. How can 

this cycle be stoppeci? In what sort of art world do these dangers disappear? 

The future I see women artists' spaces working towards is not one that merely 

adds women artists to the established male-dominated art institutions and histones. The 

fbnxwork itselfmust be disrupted, destabilized and continually questioned. In her study 

of the representation of women artists in Canadian commercial galleries, Judith Baldwin 

ofien heard collectors explain that they did not collect as many works by women artists 

because "women's art just was not as good as men's art.IIg3 Through her frusîration 

Baldwin concludes that we must "conceive of even more ways to give women their voice 

92~ynn Cumine, President WAAC, 1997. 

9 3 ~ ~ d i t h  Baldwin, "Gender Representation in Canadian Commercial Galleries," Matriart. Vol. 
4, no. 1 (1993), p. 18. 



within the art world - even if this means creating a new world in which to look at and 

create 

For me this new world would not involve judging art as good or bad, for such 

judgement demands fhed criteria which undoubtedly exclude certain kinds of media, 

cultures, subject-matters and styles. This utopia would aiiow artists, no matter what their 

gender, race, class or history, to achieve self-recognition as arthts, to p w ,  develop, and 

innovate with confidence. History would not be constructed as one line; there would be 

d y  histories which were as mucb horizontal as vertical. These histories would be based 

upon personal experiences, and individual and collective memory as much as on written 

documentation. 

It seems to me, that until such a the ,  separate spaces remain one of the few 

strategies open to women artists to Survive as a vocal force. In order that these spaces 

continue to exist, then, it is important to aclaiowledge their intemal structural problems 

and to address the extemal arguments which have been mounted against them. 



In her 1994 essay "The Politics of Location as Transnational Feminist Critical 

Practice," Caren Kaplan pointed out that "a concern with location and space, with rooms 

of one's own, with expanding 'home1 from the domestic to the public sphere, has been one 

of the haharks of Western feminist practice."' The need for, and creation of, women 

artists' spaces in Canada seem clear illustrations of this concern. Location, both 

metaphoncally and physically, has become a prime issue for these spaces. Rising out of 

the dismiminatory practices of the Canadian art world, these spaces have served as sites 

of ducation, support, oppominity and consciousness-raising. Simultaneously, however, 

they have also mirn,red the racist and classist social structures of the larger, dominant 

culture. In relation to women artistsy spaces, location takes on complex and plural 

meanuigs. It has acted initially as a physical source of refuge and change, but has also 

adopted the political position of an identifiable group of Canadians working in the 

matgins but nevertheless within the dominant discourse. Location, then, with its multiple 

meanings, is a key factor in analyzing the history of the cycle of these gendered spaces. 

In examining these women artists' spaces as a continuous history in twentieth- 

century Canada, it is possible to decipher a developing and potentially never-ending 

cycle. Members of the Women's Art Association of Canada created their organization in 

'Caren Kaplan, "The Politics of Location as Transnational Ferninist Critical Practice", in 
Grewaltk Kaplan (eds), Scattered Hegemonieî: postmodemity and transmtional feminist 
practices (h4ïMeapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1 9941, p. 1 37. 
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order to satis@ unmet needs of women artists. These artists were often excluded nom the 

profasional world due to their gender and thus estabfished a separate space whex they 

could train and receive opportunities comparable to those open to men artists. Once they 

perceived this need had been met, and that indeed they had not only succeeded in 

achieving these opportunities but had gained entrance into this fonnerly gender-exclusive 

world, the mandate of the organization was believed to be redundant, After a period of 

assumed equality, however, the discriminatory practices of the Canadian art world once 

again overpowered the activities of women artists and thus the demand for alternative 

organizations was re-estabfished. In reaction to this need women artists founded new 

spaces in which to fulfill many of the same goals as thev predecessors. 

Cmendy, many Canadian women artists have once again perceived that equality 

has been gained and several alternative spaces, like Women in Focus and Womanspirif at 

les t  in part because they too are now assumed to be unnecessary. This perception of 

equality, however, is debatable. The nsk that history will repeat itself is real. 

Consequently, an examination of the history of women artists' spaces and an analysis of 

its causes, its activities and its effkcts are imperative if this cycle is to be understood and 

interrupted. 

In this chapter 1 will look at the organizations of the "first" and "second-wave" 

feminisms together in orda to understand their activities as parts of a continuouç and 

growing cycle of women artists' spaces in Canada, 1 will look at how these organizations 

have changed throughout the century, pparticularly in tenns of structural philosophy, but 

also at their siniilarities. Most importantly, however, 1 will approach this history nom 



my current position, which is within a precarious environment of k t e n e d  post- 

feminism, and a retum in Canada to the political right. My emphasis, then, within this 

historical analysis is on the need for a documented history but simultaneously, on the 

need for theoretical analysis of feminist activity in Canada 

There are s e v d  factors among both the "nrst-wave" and "second-wave" groups 

that Link them. Primarily these similarities lie with the motivation for the creation of such 

spaces. Members of both generations voiced frustration and isolation in trying to succeed 

as women artists. The limited opportunities open tu them as (white) women artists, in 

addition to their responsibilities as wives and mothers, made a career as artists not only a 

difncult path but also a lonely one. As a result, they created separate spaces in order to 

improve their access to the art world and to provide a supportive community. 

The philosophy behind the structures of the organizations of either generation, 

however, is distinct. In part these diffaences reflect the specific goals of each penod's 

organizations, but they are also influenced by the differences between " h t ' '  and "second- 

wave" feminisms. The primary motivation behind the Women's Art Association, for 

example, was for women artists to gain entrance into the estaHished (male) art world. In 

order to achieve this goal, then, women artists had to prove themseives equal to men and 

able to compete on the same texms. On the other hand, many of the spaces of the 1970s 

initially celebrated women's difference fiom men and hoped to establish an alternative art 

world where media and subject-matter assumed to be "ferninine" would be highlighted. 

Carol Lee Bacchi, a Canadian feminist historian, has looked at the division 

between the "sameness" and "difference" camps within feminism. She suggested that 



although the debate surrounding the effwtiveness of either stmtegy has been a focus of 

müch feminist analysis, in fact this division is not an accurate description of the history of 

the movement? Rosi Braidotti reiterated this point, writing, "Far fiom separating the 

stniggie for equality h m  the afnmiation of di6erence, 1 see them as complementary and 

part of a contirnous histoncal ev~lution."~ These arguments seem well-illustrateci in the 

history of women artists' spaces, because the women involved cannot be viewed as a 

homogeneous group who all either supported a strategy of sameness or that of difference. 

Nevertheless, it does seem possible to disceni k m  the organizations of each thne period 

different strategic philosophies. 

Interna1 structures of these organizations also differ. The WAAC reproduced the 

traditional hierarchy of male-dorninated organizations. In addition, its filiation with the 

National Council of Women, under the leadership of Lady Aberdeen, was highly 

concernecl with valorization of the organi7iition by prominent members of society. As 

Heather Haskins has stated, this need for outside approval is evident in the invitation of 

members of the male associations to events and exbibition~.~ 

AU the organizations discussed in Chapter Two, however, were nm by collective 

management, a structure found in many of the alternative spaces in the 1970s. This 

2 ~ a . d  Lee Bacchi, Snme Dzrerence: Feminism and Sexual Diffeence (Sydney: Allen & 
Unwin, 1990). 

' ~ o s i  Braidotti, Nomadic Subjects: Ernbodiment and Sexual Diffrence in Contempornry 
Feminist n e o g  (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), p. 161. 

4~eather Haskins, "Bending the d e s :  The Montreal Branch of the Women's Art Association 
of Canada, 1 894-19OO" (M.A. Thesis. Concordia University, 1995), p. 63. 
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mode1 was also believed to be more refiective of a femuiist ideology. The white, middle- 

class women's movement at the tirne, of which these women artists' groups were a part, 

generally upheld these counter-institutional beliefs. This kind of structure was believed 

to be more inclusive, Iess discriminatory and therefore more feminst than lierarchical. 

Despite these women's desire to found real alternatives with different structures 

and different foci, they catered nonetheless to limited groups of women In this marner, 

they are not dissimilar fiom earlier groups like the WAAC. Furthermore, because many 

of the issues that the WAAC faced had still not been resolved by the 1970s, much of their 

motivation and indeed many of theV goals were alike. They concentrateci on proving 

women's abilities as professional artists and stniggled against the perpetual perception of 

wornen's proper place as being the home. As previously mentioned, Iris Marion Young 

has pointed out the desire among women to form separate communities as a way to 

challenge the isolation and dienation women often feel in paîriarchal societies? In 

creating such cornmunities, however, Young also points out that there is a tendency for 

members to "suppress diffaences among themselves or implicitly to exclude fiom their 

political groups persons with whom they do not identi@.lq6 Such a result is evident in 

women artists' groups as the women included and considered tended to be white and 

middle-class. The belief, then, in addressing the oppression of all women, and the drive 

towards a sisterhood among al1 women was containecl within a discriminatory vision. 

'fi Marion Young, "The Ideal of Community and the Politics of Difference," in Linda J. 
Nicholson (eds), FeminisWostmodernisrn (New York & London: Routledge, 1 WO), p. 300. 
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This new feminist consciousness was clearly "shaped by the structures of White male 

hege~nony."~ 

Both waves of feminism have ofien been criticized for their white-ruidcile- 

clasmess. What is less common, however, is a questioning of why these women would 

have recreated patriarchy's racist and classist ide& while trying to defeat it- The best- 

hown example of this questioning is to be found in Audre Larde's 1983 statement that 

"the master's tools will never dismantle the master's hou~e."~ Noga Gayle exploreci this 

idea by looking at the history of Black women's experïences in Canada She concluded 

that these women have a long history of resistance rnovements, often in the fom of 

religious, social, and political organizations, yet the leaders of the ferninist movement 

never tumed to these hidden ex ample^.^ In striving to obtain equality with men, white, 

middle-class women thus sought to be part of a system that oppresseci other women. 

Himani Bannerji explained, "Far h m  being our 'sisters,' these middle-class women are 

complicit in our domination." l0 

This racism and classism, then, is another way in which the two generations of 

%aga A. Gayle, "Black Womenls Reality and Feminism: An Exploration of Race and 
Gender," in D. C h e  & V. Raoul (eds), Anatomy of Gender: Wumen's Simggle for the Body 
(ûttawa: Carleton University Press, 199 l), p.233. 

'~udre Lorde, "The Master's Tools Will Never Disrnantie the Master's House," in C. Moraga 
8~ G. Anzaldua (eds), ThLr Bridge CaZled My Back (New York: Kitchen Table, Women of Color 
Press, 1983), pp. 48-101. 

' ~ a ~ l e ,  pp. 233- 234. 

'Wrnani Bannexji, Thinking Through: Essays on FeminLÎin, Mamimi and Anîi-Racism 
(Toronto: The Womenls Press, 1999, p. 52. 



organizations are similar. " Undoubtedly this repetition is due in part to the lack of 

howledge on the part of the "second-wave" feminist organizations of their "nrst-wave" 

anceston. The writers of the book Feminist Organking for C h g e :  The Contemporuv 

Women's Movement in Conadu explained that at the beginning of  "second-wave" 

feminism in the 1960s, "we had no sense of a history of women organizing for change."I2 

As a result, women made an effort to leam their history and discovered that they were in 

£kt part of a long tradition of women reformers. 

Despite this claim, h m  the information available it is not clear that women artists 

of the 1970s were familiar with the activities of organizations like the Wornen's Art 

Association. It is possible to suggest reasons for this lack of knowledge and lack of 

desire to discover the knowledge. Women artists' gmups, while influenced by the 

feminist movement, were for the most part more closely associateci with the 

contemporary movement of alternative, artist-run centres. Perhaps the push by the 

feminist movement to discover wornen's histories, then, was less urgent for these women 

than their need to be part of a growing and exciting movement of Canadian artists. In 

addition, the mandate of the WAAC, having changed in the 1950s, was concerneci alrnost 

"~oxana Ng has explained that because categories like gender and race/ethnicity are 
consfmcted and not fmed entities that it follows that what constitutes them changes over time. in 
relation to this study, it is perhaps fair to Say that the racism that these organizations have 
demonstrated over the last century has changed, it nonetheless has played an important role in 
the construction al1 these women's groups regardless of time period. Roxana Ng, "Sexism, 
Racism, and Canadian Nationalisrn", in J. Vorst et al (eds), Race, Class, Gendc  Bonds & 
Barriers (Toronto: Between the Lines with the Society for SociaIist Studies, 1989), p. 18. 

'2~darnson, B n s h  and McPhail, FeminLFt ûrganizingfar Change: The Contempora'y 
Wornen's Movement in Canada (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1988), p. 27. 
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exclusively with philanthropie activities. This mandate was so different h m  those of the 

contemporary women groups that the relationship between the WAAC and contemporâry 

groups was obscured and the need to research its history may have appeared irrelevant. 

Furthmore, because the history of women artists in Canada at the start of the 

"second-wave" was so scarce, only the history of successful white women artists was 

leadily available. This Iimited history was common to other fields as well and thus 

women's history, disguiseci as being that of aU women, reafly meant the history, in 

general, of white, middle-class women. Participants in "second-wave" groups wanted to 

disassociate themselves from this elitist family, believing that they had progressed 

beyond this n m w  view. It is now clear, however, they were in fact closely related to 

these early mots. 

In addition to the "discovery" of women's history, consciousness-raising became 

an important part of the new feminism. This activity was meant to show women that they 

were not alone and that their oppression was one they shared with al1 women. Once 

again, the experiences of this "sisterhood" were based on the lives of the dominant group, 

leaving out any other experiences, f i e  those lived by native women, women of colour, 

immigrant women and working-class women. First Nations artist Loretta Todd expressed 

her hstration at her exclusion in an essay she wrote in 1992: "Borders have been defked 

between the baptized and the unwashed, the same and the different - borders that maintain 

power even as they offer help."13 

13L,oretta Todd, "Cultural Order," in Max Wyman (ed), Vancouver Forum 1: Old Powers, 
Nau Forces (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 1 Wî), p. 59. 
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Women artists' groups, because of thek segregation and their celebration of their 

identities as women, have also been caught in the essentiaiist trap. Many opponents of 

women-only spaces believe that such groups ghettoize art by women, rnarginalize the 

work and perpetuate patnarchy's control. Uîhers believe that separate spaces only M e r  

the division between men and women. These women oppose stratepis that divide men 

and women because they merely "produce the sexual difference [they] sought to 

eliminate.t'14 Advocates of womensnly groups, however, feel the re-establishment of 

sexual diff'erence is a needed step towards ending i t  

The main controversy behind the existence and usefulness of women artists' 

groups, however, lies in the definition of the category "women." As the focus of these 

groups, the definition of "women" is integral. Whether such a definition exists and, if it 

does, who it includes, are questions continually asked. This controversy, which divides 

feminsts, is f o u .  in the activities of women groups, as weil as in the feminist theory that 

has risen over the last few decades. The diIemma feminists face, according to Linda 

Alcoff "is that our very selMefinition is grounded in a concept that we must deconstmct 

and de-essentialize in ail of its a~pects."'~ 

As Lorraine Code explained, another function of consciousness-raising has been 

the creation of feminist theory: 

I4Joan Scott, Un& Paradoxes ?O Wer: French Ferninisis & the Rights of Man (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Ress, 1996), p. 3. 

 in& Alcoff, "Cultural Feminism Versus Poststnicturalism: The Identity Crisis in Feminist 
Theory," Signs. Vol. 13, no. 3 (Spring 1988), p. 406. 



The starthg point of fezlzinist theory, then, is in women's lives: in the varied 
experiences of women; and in the concrete situations where they live and are 
dinerently marginalized and disadvantaged. nieoreticai anaiysis is integral to 
feminism, because women's experiences do not speak for themselves. For this 
reason, consciousness-raising was cnicially important in the early years of the 
cment women's movement. l6 

However, like the activities of women's pups ,  this initial thwry was exclusive and 

discriminatory As Jane Flax pointed out, feminist daire to d e h e  a feminist viewpoint 

required the suppression of diverse women's experiences for they threatened the 

"authontywof the dominant view.17 Iris Marion Young takes this idea fiuther suggesting 

that the desire for such a community "relies on the same desire for social wholeness and 

identification that underlies racism and ethnic chauvinism. " ' 
The subject of these communities is, of course, women. The category "women" is 

the starting point and the focus of feminism, but it has also been the source of the main 

problem, stemming from the need to deconstnict the very concept of woman. Julia 

Knsteva is Iargely responsible for initiating this deconstruction by suggesting in 1974 

that "a wornan cannot 'ber," and thus challenging the very notion of f l ~ ~ m a d l g  In this 

same essay, Kristeva also wrote that, alttough feminsts must question the construction of 

16~orraùie Code, "Feminist Theory," in Bmt, Code & Domey (eds), Changing Patternsr 
Wumen in Canada. 2nd ed. uoronto: McClelIand & Stewart, 1993), p. 20. 

'7~ane Flax, "Postmodern and Gender Relations in Feminist Theory," Signr. Vol. 12, no. 4 
(Surnmer 1987), p. 633. 

l8Iris Marion Young, The Ideal of Community and the Politics of Difference," p. 302. 

Ig~ulia Kristeva, "Woman Can Never Be Defined," in Elaine Marks and Isabelle de 
Comtivron (eds), New French FernUlism: An Anihology (Amherst: The University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1980), p. 137. 



the category "woman," it is, nevertheless, still integral to maintain it in order for the 

wornen's movement to proceedZO 

Linda AlcoEhas identifieci two ways in which feminist theorists have dealt with 

this issue since the 1970s: culturat feminism and pst-stnicturalist feminisd' By her 

definition, cultural feminism posits a female essence and rehrms the focus back to the 

female. On the other han& feminisn influenceci by post-stnicturalism puts fornard the 

theory that woman as a category is a social construction. As Alcoff has suggested, both 

of these theories, though very different, seem to take away any agency f?om women. The 

nrst states that women are denned by their biology and the second that we are created by 

our social environment. 

Diana Fuss, in her 1989 book Essentiall'y Speaking, has defineci two traditional 

feminist positions: essentialist and constnxctionist. In her introduction, she submitts that 

essentialism, the belief in a "pure or original femininity,'," has been posited in opposition 

to constructionism, which "insists that essence is itself a historical constru~tion."~~ In 

opposition to this estab lished binarism, Fuss suggests that the two positions are in fact 

both distinct and interdependent. This feminst debate has persisted since the early 1980s 

and, Fuss proposes, has brought feminist theory to an impasse, creating at once a 

"deadlock" and a "certain paranoia" In her writings, then, Fws submerges herself within 

2'~inda Alcoff, "Cultural Feminism versus Post-Structuralism: The Identity Crisis in Feminist 
Theory," pp. 405-436. 

"~iana Fuss, Essentially Speaking (New York: Routledge, 19891, p. 2. 



this debate in order to find a way out for feminist theorists? 

Nevertheless, many contemporary constructionists, or anti-essentialists, continue 

to use these arguments to criticize essentialist organizations and it is important to 

consider their arguments when loohg at women-only groups. For example, Denise 

Riley has become known for her Cnticisrn of essentialist strategies. In her book "Am I 

Ikzt Name? " Feminiîm and the Categmy of Women ', Riley put. forward her anti- 

essentialist ideas, pointhg out the dangers of a generic definition of womed4 She 

criticizes essentialist positions for ignoring the complexities among this category and 

their neglect of historical and cultural specincitia. Similarly, beU hooks exposes in her 

writings the women's movement's racist notion of sisterhood and its inaccurate 

advucation of common oppression among all women? She does not, however, give up 

on a solidarity among women, but insists that this unity must respect and embrace the 

many differences within the complex category of women. A m e r  example is found in 

the writings of Teresa de Lauretis. In her book on the aeation of women as subjects in 

film, Alice Doesn 't, de Lauretis examines how the fictional constructions of women differ 

fYom the historical realities, but also struggles with contemporary theory to try to find a 

place for feminist theory and in particular feminist subje~tivity.~~ 

24~enise  Riley, "Am I ntar Name? " F e m i n h  and the Categoty of Wumen' (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota, 1988). 

%el1 hooks, Feminkt Theory:fiom rnargin to center @oston: South End Press, 1984) 

'6Teresa de Lauretis, AIice Doesnk Feminism. Semiotics, Cinema (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1 984). 



Many feminist writers have embraced post-structuralist theones because they help 

to provide a space where women can be diverse, "it seems to hold out the promise of an 

increased M o m  for women, the 'fieeplay' of a p l d t y  of dinerences unhampered by 

any predetermined gender identity as formutated by either patnarchy or cultural 

feminism. "27 Such decentring and destabiliang theoria, however, eliminate the 

possibility of a solution or answer. Consequently, as Jane Flax suggests, while offering 

new spaces for theorking, these ideas also convince sorne people to retum to old models 

where notions of right and wrong are ~ l e a r . ~ ~  

Tania Modleski, among other feminists, sees another threat within these post- 

stnichiralist theories. Her caution in using these theones stems from a discornfort with 

the belief that woman as a category is purely a consfruction and thus fictional. Although 

aware of the dangers of essentialism, she is wary of losing the category of woman 

altogether: 

1 worry that the position of fernale anti-essentialism as it is being theorized by 
some feminists today is a luxury open only to the most pnvileged women. 1 
worry about the consonance of this position with the ones being advanced by 
certain white male poststructuralist intellectuals who have proclaimed the death of 
the s ~ b j e c t . ~ ~  

She goes on to explain that it is perhaps only those women who have had the advantage 

of holding a certain amount of power as women who can flirt with idea of abandonhg the 

aba in da Alcoff, "Cultural Feminism Versus Poststnicturalisrn," p. 418. 

2%mia Modleski, Feminism Without Women: Culture and Cnticism in a 'Posyéminist ' Age 
(New York: Routledge, 1991), p. 22. 



category. 

1 would suggest that in relation to women artists' gmups, it is often those women 

artists who have gainai acceptance in the art world who do not aclmowledge the needs 

these spaces address. Angela Lee, the Canada Council's current Equity Officer, sees one 

of the main problerns for women artists as one of perception. The public and many 

women believe that women have achieved equality in the Canadian art world. Her 

question, then, is "how do we keep perception in line with realit~?''~O 

Perhaps part of the answer to this question is to ask who is creating this perception 

and who is receiving it. The Women's Art Resource Centre's report on the representation 

of women artists in Canadian art galleries suggests that this perception is extremely 

inaccurate. It seems plausible to suggest, then, that those who have created and believed 

this perception are those for whom this equality is real. Esmeralda Thornhill warns white 

women who have succeeded in gaining power of the danger of their position, "You, 

White Sisters, who akeady share a certain amount of power and are hding yourselves 

with increasing fiequency in positions of relative innuence, must struggle to avoid 

becoming a new oppressor emerging h m  the ranks of the ~ppressed."~' 

Consequently, until the perception of women artists' equality in Canada is in line 

with their real position, it seems important that women continue to have spaces of their 

'O~ngela Lee, Equity Office, Canada Council, m The Stam of Canadian Women in the Arîs. 
Video. Women's Art Resource Centre, 1994. 

"~smeralda Thornhill, "Focus on Black Women," in J. Vorst et al (eds), Race, Clas, 
Gender: Bonds & Barriers (Toronto: Between the Lines with the Society for Socialist Stuclies, 
1989), p. 32. 
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own in which to train, exhibit and h d  support. In order for these organizations to 

endure, howeva, the category women must be maintainecl but perhaps redehed and 

restructured. 

Even those theorists who have spoken out against essdalism and demonsfrated 

the need for decoflstructing women have o h  also expressed the importance of 

h t a i n i n g  the category. Denise Riley, for example, known predomkmtly as an anti- 

essentialist, stated in a 1992 essay, "[A@ aspect of any f d s m  in fonnation is that 

collective self-consciousness of 'being women', and to deny the force of that elective 

identification would be mistaken, as mistaken as the supposition of its necessary f 5 ~ i t - y . " ~ ~  

bel1 hooks has also stressed the importance of maintahhg a unined collective identity of 

"women" in order for feminist goals to be achieved. She wrote, "There can be no mass- 

based feminist movement to end sexist oppression without a united nont - women must 

take the initiative and demonstrate the power of ~olidarity."~~ 

Both of these women, however, acknowledge the attractive trap of universalism 

and therefore work cautiously with the t e m  "women." There is no denying that women 

as a category has been used to advance the situation of a deliberate and limited group of 

women, excluding al1 others. Women must find a way to negotiate, ideally against but 

unavoidably witiiin, the Canadian societal structure of patriarchy within which it is 

imbrkated. As Linda Alcoff explained, cntics of Western, predominantiy white, feminist 

32~enise Riley, "A Short Aistory of Some Preoccupations," in Butler and Scott (eds), 
Fminists Theorize the Political (New York: Routledge, 1 W2), p. 122. 
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theory, "are not caUing for Western feminism to disappear but for it to develop a greater 

self-consciousness about the dangers of its own institutional and cultural location."" 

Furthemore, perhaps as a category, "woment' c a .  be used as the only available 

tool if it is us& as one that is continually being defïned and redefined, conçtnicted and 

reconstructed, and one in which the members include diverse individuals. In order to do 

so, howevq there exists the inevitability of some essentialist thinking. As Gayatri 

Spivak writes, "The critique of essentialism [needs to bel understood not as an exposure 

of error, o u  own or others', but as an achowledgement of the dangerousness of what one 

must use."35 Similarly, Diana Fuss concludes that maybe the time has corne to "nsk 

essence." 

For women artists, the courage to take this risk and continue to offer separate 

spaces continues to be a necessary strategy for for the creation of a space in which al1 

women can work openly and confidently as artists. In her 1996 essay "Spatializing 

Feminism," Linda McDowelI discussed the importance of geographic space to the 

gendered subject and how a politics of location challenges traditional male/fmale 

bi~arisrns.~~ Due to the hgility of this position, McDowell concluded that there are still 

many reasons to create and support women-only spaces, "based on arguments about 

   in da Alcoff, "Feminist Theory and Social Science: New knowledges, new 
epistemologies, " in Nancy Duncan (ed), Bodyspace: destabilizing geographies of gender and 
sexualizy &ondon & New York: Routledge, 1996), p. 26. 

"Gayairi Chakravorty Spivak with Ellen Rooney, "In a Word. Interview," in Schor and Weed 
(eds), The essential dzrerence (Bloomington: Miana University Press, 1994), p. 157. 

 i in da McDowell, "Spatialking Fcmlliism: Geographic Perspectives," in Nancy Duncan 
(ed), Bodyspace: desrabilizing geographies of gender and sexuality, pp. 28-44. 



solidarity, comfoa and ~afêty.."~' The problem now is to restructure these commmities in 

such a way that ciifferences are the foundation bricks. 

Rosi Braidotti offers possible strategies in h a  writings on sexual diffaence in 

which she expressed the need to reclaim the category "woman." In 1994 she wrote, "1 

think that before feminists relinquish the signifier woman we need to repossess it and 

revisit its multifaceted cornplenties, because these complexities define the one identity 

we share - as f d e  femini~ts.''~~ Nevertheless, Braidotti also emphasizes that despite 

the need for a bond of commonality as "the starting point for feminist consci~usness,"~~ 

women are not ail the same, echoing Adneme Rich: "We who are not the same. We who 

are many and do not want to be the same."" 

It is fiom this stand that Braidotti reconfirms the importance of a politics of 

location. This need to situate ourselves attempts to oppose universalking tendencies and 

to provide space within feminism for aU women's voices. Stmgghg with this concept in 

the early 1980s, Adrieme Rich wrote of the fear it initiaIiy imposed upon her as a 

speaking subject, but aiso of the responsibility this position forced her to embrace: 

Recognizing our location, having to name the ground wefre coming fiom, the 
conditions we have taken for granted - there is a confusion between our claims to 
the white and Western eye and the woman-seeing eye, fear of losing the centrality 
of the one even as we claim the other....It was in the writings but also the actiom 

38~osi Braidoîtï, Nomadic Subjects: Embodiment and SexuaI Dzference in Contemporary 
Feminist Theory, p. 170. 

#~drienne Rich, "Notes toward a Politics of Location," Blood, Bread, and Poetry, p. 225. 



and speeches and semons of Black United States citizens that 1 began to 
experience the meaning of my whiteness as a point of location for which 1 needed 
to take responsibility?' 

For Rosi Braidotti, writing a decade later, the responsibility is the same, but the idea has 

solidined, "[TJhe sense of location, for me, has to do with countermemory, or the 

development of alternative genealogies. It means that it does make a difference to have 

the histoncal memory of oppression or exclusion, as women, rather than being the 

empirical referent for a dominant group, like men."42 Similarly, it is important, in 

addition to this history of oppression, to document the simultaneous history of agency, 

the histones of women, both individuals and coiiectives, who resisted this discrimination 

and worked to create aiternatives. 

The positioning of the subject, this politics of location, is now imperative for al1 

feminist activity and writing, and as such seems to have particular significance for 

organizations like women artists' groups. Here the responsibility is even more important 

because not only are these groups made of individual subjects but they are physical 

spaces in which women artists corne together. The ideas of Canadian feminist 

philosopher Lorraine Code may help in explaining this responsibility and the theoretical 

analysis needed to support it. 

Code is concemed with the way in which one individual cm,  or perhaps more 

accurately, cannot know another. Working in the field of philosophy, Code's struggle to 

4'Ibid., p. 219. 

4 2 ~ ~ d o t t i ,  Nomadic Subjects, p. 164. 
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fhd a rhetorical space h m  which wornen can speak is not d e  those experienced by 

members of women artists' groups. Of her own work, Code writes thai her objective is 

"to deflect the focus of philosophical analysis away h m  single and presumably self- 

containeci propositional utterances pronounced by no one in particular and as though into 

a neutrd space; a d  to move it into textureci locations where it malters who is speaking 

and where and why ...."" This objective refiects the politics of location put forward by 

Braidotti and Rich. 

Within this philosophical m i n m e ,  Code also wrestles with how we as 

individual subjects constnict oürselves and each other. She suggests that it is an activity 

of intersubjectivity.' This intersubjectivity implies a continually changing subject, but 

one that is placed firmly in reality as opposed to what Code sees as the traditional 

epistemological subject, who is abstract and faceless. In addressiag issues of subjectivity 

and construction of knowledge, Code is distancing herself from the maledominated 

tradition of Western philosophy. Her ideas are useful to feminist activities because she 

explains the need we al1 have for mutual CO-operation in ou .  construction of knowledge. 

Accordingly, she sees a collective movement as a positive step towards this construction: 

"It is in the possibilities it generates for communal responsibilities and resistance that I 

see the greatest single strength of the women's rn~vement."~~ It seems to me that this 

43~orraine Code, Rhetorical Spaces: Essays on Gendered Locations, (New York & London: 
Routledge, 1995), p. x, 

%id, p. xiv. 



hovative mode1 offers an ideal example for a new space in which to define "women" 

and h m  which women artists' groups could position themselves. 

Eariier in this chapter, I cited Lorraine Code's explanation of the importance of 

consciousness-raising groups to the development of second-wave feminism. Having 

exploreci the category women and the notion of a politics of location, it is important now 

to r e m  to Code to see how she couches h a  explanation. Code a s c e  that theory 

and consciousness-raising continue to be as important to a women's movernent now as 

they were in the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  but their assumptions must be revisited and revised: 

It can no longer be assumed that there is a single, essential komen's experience' 
out of which universal analytic categories can be developed. Differences of race, 
class, and sexual practices are just a few of the differences that have become 
p h a r y  focal points of theoretical discussion. Contemporary feminist theorists 
face the task of accoimting for diffaences among women's experiences and, 
simultaneously, of discerning common threads and themes that make these 
experiences specific to women.' 

The interdependent relationship between theory and practice implies that this kuid of 

work is also needed in practical activities." 

The situation for women artists' groups now is precarious. Accusations of 

essentialism, ghettokation and marginalization, in addition to the faulty perception of 

women's equality in the Canadian art world, threaten the existence of these strategic 

spaces. Members and participants of these groups must be made aware of these 

'%ode, "Feminist Theory," p. 21. 

47Several contemporary feminist writers advocate a cl= comection between theory and 
practice and a need for both. Of the women 1 have consulted in this chapter, examples include, 
Lorraine Code, "Feminist Theory," p. 19; Jane Flax, "Postmodernism and Gender Relations in 
Feminist Theory," p. 623; and Lynne Teather, ' m e  Ferninist Mosaic,' p. 345. 



theoretical questions and consider them in relation to the structure and activities of their 

organizatiom. Marlee Kline explains how such ideas must be translateci uito practice: 

"Achowledgement of the complexity of women's experience ... means that we as white 

feminists cannot rnerely invite women of wlour to join already established agendas. 

Rather we must relinquish the power to define what feminism ~neans . "~~  

In order to understand the sexism inherent in Canadian art history, racisrn and 

classism mut  also be examineci? Similarly, it is important to look at women's histones, 

and subsequentiy, women artists' histories as continuous and part of a growing history, 

rather than examining one period at a time. Women artists' groups that have adopted 

these h d  of policies and that have attempted to link their activities with theoretical 

ideas, Iike WARC, are succeeding in building awareness and thus slowly brinhg about 

cha~ge.5~ If these examples could be followed then perhaps the cycle women artists' 

groups have experienced throughout the twentieth century c m  be stopped. 

Similady, as a feminist art historian, I do not want to assume that 1 have written a 

'8~arlee Kline, "Women's Oppression and Racism: A Critique of the 'Feminist Standpoint'," 
in J. Vorst et al (eds), Race, CZms, Gender: Bonds & Barneers (Toronto: Between the Lines with 
the Society for Socialist Studies, 1989), p. 49. 

4%0xana Ng has posited that in looking at the history of Canada, it is impossible to 
understand class without looking also at gender and race. She wrote, "[pace, gender, and class] 
must be understood as fluid, constandy changing, interactive, and dialectical." Roxana Ng, 
"Racism, Sexism, Nation Building," p. 57. 

S%toring Artists for Wommts Art (MAWA) in Winnipeg, although not discussed in this 
thesis has also been successful in encouraging women artists, building their confidence and 
creabng a supportive network of womm artists. Through their mentoring program a senior 
women artist is paired up with a younger artist and the two women work together for one year. 
By working toge-, the younger artist learns of the experïmces of her mentor and consequently 
a history is passed on. 
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history of Canadian women artists' groups in this thesis. Such a dedaration wouid be 

misleading, if not wrong. By no means have 1 looked at every'women artists' group in 

the country nor have I been able to discuss ail the issues that such groups raise. My 

intention was to begh to trace the genealogy of this family. Rosi Braidotti has suggested 

this concept in her 1991 book Pattern of Dissonance. Xn it she suggests that "ail 

theorizing is a genealogical rereading of the premises and assumptions that make one's 

discourse p~ssible."~' By sketching out this genealogy of women artists' groups in 

Canada, 1 hope to join together the scattered moments of their resistance, thus eliminating 

the hgmentation patnarchy's power depends upon for s~rvival .~  

" ~ o s i  Braidotti, Patterns of Dissonance: A study of wornen in contemporary philosophy. 
Trans. Elizabeth Guild (Cambridge: Polity Press, 199 1 ), p. 15 1. 



CONCLUSION 

In discussing the wrîting of art history, Griselda Pollock argued that "ali history 

writing is fomed in the present," and that "the present is historically shaped."' The 

significance of the relationship between the present and the past in the formation and 

development of the writing and understanding of art history is obvious. Studying the 

history of women artists' groups in Canada has forced me to reconsider this relationship 

and to embrace new ways of approaching and understanding it. I would agree that it is of 

course in the present that history is constructed. Furthemore, what is fundamental to this 

construction are its critena and infiuences. For wornen artists' spaces, the lack of a 

continuous documented history results in a disadvmtaged starting point. Without the 

howledge of history, how can the past be written and how can the present be shaped? 

The consequences of this position include a repetition of past endeavours and the 

inability to obtain the final goal. Unaware of the experiences of past women artists' 

spaces, current groups have been unable to draw on and build upon this background. The 

cyclical nature of these groups also causes the failure to address the underlying roots of 

this discrimination. In large part addressing these issues would require the 

achowledgement of this cycle and the recognition that hgmentation is a tool used by 

hegemonic forces to maintain the statu quo. Memory, then, is an integral tool in 

bringing about change. 

 risel el da Pollock, "The politics of thcory," Generations and Geographies in the Visual Arts 
(London & New York: Routledge, 1996), p. 12. 
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In this period of perceived post-feminism in Canada, the renewed trend towards 

the political Right threatens to re-establish amnesia2 The recent success of the Refom 

Party, obtaining the status of Opposition Party in Canada's 1997 federal elections, 

evidence of a retum to Conservative policies by many provincial governments, and the 

recent cuts in the Women's Art Resource Centre's Canada Council annual gant, are all 

examples of this menacing trend. Already it has contributed to the deaths of Womanspirit 

and Women in Focus. 

Women artists' groups, then, are once again on the cusp of extinction. They must 

overcome intemal problems and document their activities in order to maintain their 

physical and rhetorical spaces. Establishing public and personal politics of location and 

adopting a definition of women that depends on differaice are two possible strategis 

towards this end. 

For m y  part, 1 offer this thesis as a twig in a possible genealogy of wornen aaists' 

groups in Canada Within this study, 1 have attempted to provide a feminist intervention 

into the canonical wrîting of Canadian art history, and participate in a new writing which 

"represent[s] the past not as a flow or developrnent, but as conflict, politics, struggles on 

the battlefield of representation for power in the structural relations we call class, gender 

and race."' Women artists' histories are distinct fiom men's; they do exist and they need 

2 ~ o r  recent te& on this political move to the Right in Canada sce David Frum, What's's Righf: 
The Nav Conservatisrn and What It Means for Canada (Toronto: Random House, 1996) and 
Angus Reid, Shukzdown: How the N w  Economy is Changing Our Liva poronto: Doubleday, 
1996). 

3Griselda Pollock, "The politics of theory," p. 12. 
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to be communicated and rernembered- Physical spaces are centrai players in these 

histories, providing refuge, support and resistance. Perhaps this story is only a twig in 

this genealogy but the mots are strong and the tree is growing. 
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Number of Acquisitions of Works by Canadian Artists by 
the National Gallery of Canada (including both gifts and parchases)' 

x2iXS # kW mm A I - ~ ~ S ~ S  mentaae of Works 

bv Women 

1880-1885 1 34 2.8 

'These numbers were received through a search on the Canadian Heritage Information Network 
(C.H.I.N.) and are as of July, 1997. Of course these numbers on their own do not tell the whole s'tory. In 
the decades that indicate the most acquisitions, many of the works included are of historical and not 
contemporary work. Aiso, they do not distinguish between g& and purchases, nor do they indicate 
changes in acquisition policies. Examples of policies which infiuenced acquisitions, include the 
elimination of a grant for purchases in 1940-1941 as a masure of war economy, and a special grant to 
purchase works after a fire in the Gallery in 1916 in order to loan works to galleries across the country. 
National Gallery of Canada Annual Report 1940- 1941 (Ottawa: F.A. Acland, 1 !XI), pp. 10- 1 1 ; R. H. 
Hubbard, The EarZy Years of the National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa: The Royal Society of Canada, 
1965), p. 126. Also, in generd the National Gallery's co1Iecting policies have focussed on specific 
media, often ignoring handicrafts. It would take close scrutuly of these numbers to achieve an accurate 
conclusion of their meaning, however, even on their own they do tell a story of discrimination. 





SURVEY ON THE STATUS OF CANADIAN 
WOMEN IN THE ARTS * - 

STATISTICS ON THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF CANADA 
- iiy 

Women's Art Resource Centre 

Section L 
REPRESENTATION IN THE CANADLAN, INTERNATIONAL AND 

PERMANENT COLLECïiONS 

Permanent (number of works of art) 

a) Xumber of women artists represented in the Permanent Collection: 

b) Number of male artists represented in the Permanent CoIiection: 

c) Sumberof Canadian women artists represented in the Permanent Colleaion: 

d) Number of Canadian male artists represented in the Permanent Collection: 

canadian (number of works of art) 

e) Number of living women artists represented in the canadian Collection: 

1970: 130 1993: 880 

f) Lumber of living male artists represented in the Canadian Collection: 

g) fiumber of women artists of colour represented in the Canadian Collection: 

1970: N I A  1993: N/A 

h) Number of male artists of colour represented in the Canadian Collection: 



i) Sumber of First Sations women artists tepresented in the Canadian Collection: 

1970: Nat ive: O 
Inuit: 15 

1993: Native: 2 
Inuit: 357 

j) Kumber of First Nations male artists represented in the Canadian Collection: 

1970: Kative: O 
Inuit: 21 

1993: Native: 20 
Inuit: 704 

hj Xumber of Francophone wornen artists represented in the Canadian Collection: 

1) Sumber of Francophone male artists represented in the Canadian Collection: 

International (numbers of works of art) 

m) Sumber  of living w-omen artists represented in the IntemationaI Collection: 

1 970: 93 3993: 211 

n) Xumber of living men artists represented in the International Collection: 

1970: 1,261 1993: 2,239 

0 1  Sumber  of Gomen artists of colour represented in the International Collection: 

1930: S /  .A 1993: N1.A 

FI humber of maIe artists of coIout represented in the International Collection: 

1310: K i . 4  1993: S j A  

Section 2. 
ACQUtSiTION OF WORKS 

a) Total amount spent for the acquisition of works by: 

1970: 

1. ~t-omen artists 

3 -. men artists 

- 
3. Canadian women artists 

4. Crinadian men artists 53,l O0 



(Total a~iroirizt gertt  Fr the acqrrisitiou of uwrk by, Cont'd) 

1970: 

- 
3- women artists of colour K /  A 

6. Canadian women artists of 
colour 

7. men artists of colour 

6. Canadian men artists of colour N I A  

9. First Nations women artists Native: O 
Inuit: O 

130 

1993: 

N / A  

N I A  

10. First Nations men artists Native: O 49,400 
Inuit: O 18,480 

I l .  Francophone women artists N / A  N I A  

1 2.- Francop hone men artists NIA N/A  

b) From the Gallery's inception to 1993 /I-Iighest amount spent for the acquisition of a work 
by a: 

1 .  female artist 
Name cf artist 

251,680 
Nancy Spero 

2. Canadian female artist 150,000 

#-- 

* S a m e  of the artist Emily Carr 

3. mate artist 
Name of artist 

3,456,900 
Cuido Reni 

4. Canad ian male artist 41 0,000 
S a m e  of artist La\vren S. Harris 

C )  Highest amountspent in 1970 for the acquisition of a work by a: 

1 .  fernale artist 
Kame of artist 

2,140 
Joyce Wieland 

2. Canadian female artist 2,140 
Name of artist Joyce Wieland 

3. male artist 
Name of artist 

258,672 
Piet Mondrian 

4. Canadian male artist 8,000 
Name of artist Marc-Aurèle de Foy Suzor-Cote 



I.4cqirisitiort of Works, Con t ' d )  

d) Highest amount spent in 1993 for the acquisition of a work by a: 

1. fernale artist 
Name of artist 

LSi,680 
Kancy Spero 

2. Canadian female 35,000 
Kame of artist Spring Hurlbut 

3. male artist 
Name of artist 

1,966,450 
Mark Rothko 

4. Canadian male artist 85,500 
Kame of artist f l  John Greer 

Setion3. 
REPRESENTATiON IN PERMANENT EXHIBiïS 

Total number of works on permanent display in the NGC: 

a) Canadian GalIeries 

n-omen artists 

men artists 

women artists of 
colour 

men artists of 
colour 

First Nations 
women artists 

First kations 
men artists 

Francophone 
women artists 

Francop hone 
men artists 

1985: 
tC of artists 

10 

146 

Native: O 
Inuit: O 

Native: O 
Inuit: 2 

PU'/ X 

x of works 

16 

359 

x/ A 

1,511 

1993: 
8 of artists 

1s 

195 

N/ A 

s/ A 

see (e)  
sec (e) 

see (e) 
see (e) 

N/ A 

N / A  



(R~presertfatioiz i~r  Pmaircrrf Exhibifs, 

b) Contemporarv Art Galleries - 

1970: . - 

# of artists 
1993 
# of artists' - -  of works r of works 

women artists '10 

Canadian women 9 .  . 

artists - - 

men artists 31 

canadian men - 20 - 
artists 

women artists of NIA 
colou r 

Canadian wornen N/A 
artists of colour 

men artists of N I A  
colour 

N I A  N I A  

Canadian men N / A  
artists of coIour 

First Sations Xative: O 
women artists huit:  O 

see (e) see (e)  
see (el-  see (e) 

First Nations Native: O 
men artists Inuit: 1 

see (e) . see (e) 
see (e) see (e) 

Francop hone N I A  
women artists 

Francophone NIA . 

men artists 

C) European and American Galleries 

1985: 1993: . 

# of artists = of works # of artists )Y of works 

1 .  women artists 3 3 3 3 

2. men artists 190 225 254 333 

3 

3. women artists of N I A  A N/ A N/ A 
coiour 



1970: 1993: 
% of artists e' of W O ~ ~ S  - ' # of artists t of works 

4- men artists of N /A N/A - 
coiour 

d) Prints, Drawinzs and Photoaraphs Galleries 
. . 

1. women artists 2 

1985: 
# of artists + of works 

2. Canadian women 2 
artists 

-. 29 3. men artists 
artists 

d-' of works' 

1. Canadian men 8 9 6 13 

- 
2. women artists of N I A  1x1 A N / A  K / A  

colour 

6- Canadian women -K lA  - X I A  N I A  - K / A  
artists of colour 

- 
I , men artists of XIA X f  -4 N/ A N / A  

C O ~ O U ~  

S. Canadian men N /  A b-/ A N I A  f i /A  
artists of colour 

9, First Nations Native: O O see (e) see (e) 
women artists Inuit: O O see (e) see (e) 

10. First Nations Native: O O 
men artists Inuit: O O 

see (e) . see (e) 
see (e) see (e) 

11. Francophone N I A  N / A  N / A  N I A  
women artists 

12. Francophone N I A  hF/ A N I A  N/ A 
men artists 



(Represerzfatiori irt Permanent Exhibits, Corct'd) 

e) h u i t  ~a GaIlenes (naIlerv created in 1988) 

women artists 

' men artists 

Compilecl -ber 19% 
Source: The National Gallery of Canada 




